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“If the concept of climate
change seems too abstract
and theoretical, ponder this:
Global warming could mean
losing chocolate, coffee and
peanut butter.” – Megan Kamerick divines environmental meaning
from art like Miriam Simun’s
“GhostFood.”
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“As owner Randy Baker
imparts wisdom, I resist
a powerful urge to ask about
the sound of one stein clinking
or whether a beer spilling in
the forest makes a sound when
no one’s around to facepalm.”
– Efrain Villa gets existential with
Downtown newcomer
Rio Bravo Brewing Company.

[ART]
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“Arts, tech and culture
communities have organized a vast panoply of events
into Umbrella Week, [which
runs over a week]. This much
awesome won’t be constrained
by the meager confines of
your Gregorian calendar.” – Lisa
Barrow hypes Umbrella Week in
“Matters of the Art.”

[TV]
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“One persona I’ve noticed
around the Internet more
lately is Anger Grouch. Anger
Grouch is over everything. In
fact the phrase ‘Over it’ could
be their motto, along with
‘I can’t even.’” – Hugh Elliott
diagnoses the anger grouches of
Hulu’s “Difficult People” and PBS’
“Vicious.”

[FOOD/DRINK]
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“With all-inclusive guac,
a solid menu, affordable
prices, convenient hours and
a central location, Los Ortiz
has the potential to become a
wildly popular Downtown lunch
and late-night eatery.” – Ariane
Jarocki reports on Downtown
tamale joint Los Ortiz.
[FOOD/DRINK]
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“Italian ice is like a
crystalline Arctic cloud.
Smoother than a sno-cone, it’s
processed like ice cream. Frozen
and mixed simultaneously, it’s
a mixture of water, fruit purees
and concentrates and sugar.”
– Ariane Jarocki revisits Philly’s
N Fries, formerly known as Itza
Italian Ice.
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[MUSIC]

24

“On Sunday, Sept. 27,
Isleta Amphitheater
presents multi-platinum selling
band Foo Fighters with opening
hardcore act Rise Against. ...
Foo Fighters tour to support
their latest global chart-topper
‘Sonic Highways.’” – Guest
“Within Range” columnist M.
Brianna Stallings hips us to the best
upcoming concerts in ABQ.

[22]

on the cover:
Gary Glasgow drew the illustration of the six Albuquerque TV weather forecasters.
CORRECTION: A story in the Aug. 26 issue erroneously attributed a quote to Navajo
President Russell Begaye. The statement, “I guess they figure we’re dumb enough to sign
them,” was made by Shiprock Chapter President Duane Yazzie in reference to EPA efforts
to have Navajos sign waivers of EPA liability in connection with the Animas River spill.
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APS Turmoil Slips off the Front Page – for Now
BY ABQ FREE PRESS STAFF

A

lbuquerque Public Schools
Interim Superintendent Raquel
Reedy, who replaced ousted APS
Superintendent Luis Valentino, has
served in a variety of teaching and
administrative positions at APS since
joining the district in 1977.
She holds a master’s degree in
education from Harvard and a
bachelor’s degree in education from
the University of Texas at Austin. She
most recently served as APS’ head of
elementary education.
Her interim appointment has been
praised, although the circumstances
that led to it were the culmination of
weeks of turmoil and embarrassment
for APS.
The board’s handling of revelations
that Valentino hired an accused child
molester as a deputy superintendent
without vetting him led to a media
frenzy, protests by parents, calls for
Valentino’s firing, the start of an effort
to recall six of the seven-member APS
Board and, ultimately, a buyout for
Valentino in return for his resignation.
The former chief academic officer of
the San Francisco schools was on the
job for just two months, making his
the shortest tenure of any superintendent in the 128-year history of APS.
Board statements announcing

Valentino’s departure
understated the turmoil
that led to his ouster.
“While the board and Dr.
Valentino are disappointed that the employment
relationship did not work
out, their agreement
seeks a productive transition for all involved,”
APS Board member David
Peercy said on Aug. 31.
The APS Board voted
to accept Valentino’s
immediate resignation
in return for an $80,000
buyout and $20,000 in
salary for duties he will not perform
through Oct. 1, when he goes off
the APS payroll. APS has given him a
positive letter of reference as part of
the deal.
Meanwhile, the effort to recall the
APS Board has been scaled back from
six of seven members to just one –
Peggy Muller-Aragon.
Recall organizer Jacob Gil, an APS
parent, said he scaled back the recall
effort after learning that, by law, New
Mexico Education Secretary Hanna
Skandera would select new APS Board
members if a recall was successful.
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Whether a recall goes forward
depends on a judge ruling that there
is cause for a recall, based on “malfeasance” or “misfeasance” by the board
member. The recall effort was sparked
by Muller-Aragon’s initial refusal to
attend a closed-door executive session
of the APS Board to discuss Valentino.
Valentino’s departure awakened
Albuquerque parents to the role of
the board, whose members stand for
election in the spring when only a few
thousand people vote. To change the
date of school board elections would
require an amendment to the New
Mexico Constitution.

A Michigan state legislator faced
ethics charges after orchestrating a
campaign to smear himself in order
to distract public attention from an
extramarital affair he was having
with a female legislator. Rep. Todd
Courser, a member of the tea party,
cooked up phony emails about
drug use and an encounter with a
male prostitute to “misdirect” inquiries about his affair with fellow
Republican Cindy Gamrat, who,
like Courser, is married. Courser’s
fellow legislators were not amused.
A report ordered by the House
speaker found that Courser and
Gamrat misused public resources
in an effort to hide their affair.
The report’s findings had Courser
crying foul. “Given my voting and
my advocacy for conservatism are
among the best in the Legislature,
maybe I shouldn’t be surprised that
I am singled out and put on the
fast-track of expulsion,” he wrote
to the House leadership.

Running code

More than 5,000 bystanders and
passengers have been killed in

Parsing sex

A new survey of young Americans
finds that while 78 percent say they
are completely straight, only 66
percent of those under the age of 30
call themselves straight. Overall, 78
percent of all Americans say they
are completely heterosexual while
4 percent say they are completely
homosexual.
Sixteen percent of American
adults say they fall somewhere in
between. Of that group, the bulk
say they are more heterosexual
than homosexual while 3 percent
put themselves in the middle, and
another 3 percent say they are
predominantly homosexual. In
contrast, younger Americans are
noticeably less likely than their
elders to put themselves in a firm
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category.
While 80 percent of all Americans
say they are completely heterosexual or homosexual, only 66
percent of under-30s say the same.
Twenty-nine percent of under-30s
put themselves somewhere on the
category of bisexual.
Authors of the survey, YouGov.
com, used a seven-point scale
developed by Alfred Kinsey in the
1940s to ask people to self-identify.

Goodbye ads
The growth of ad-blocker plug-ins
for computer and smartphone
browsers threatens to disrupt the
world of online media, which is
generally fueled by advertising.
Some experts are going so far as to
say the days of pop-ups, banners,
and ads that use tracking cookies
to display the same products across
multiple sites are over. As much as
$21.8 billion in advertising will be
blocked this year. The anticipated
arrival of a new version of Apple’s
mobile Safari browser equipped
with ad-blocking capability will
likely further hasten the trend,
experts said.
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ABQ’s Top TV Weather Forecaster? You Decide
A

t no time during the year is weather more on the
minds of Burqueños than in late September and early
October, when rain and wind threaten to disrupt the New
Mexico State Fair and the Albuquerque International
Balloon Fiesta.
So we thought it fitting for this issue to profile the
people who scan the isobar maps, Doppler radar screens
and infrared images from space to tell us what to wear
and when to seek shelter from the storm.
What once was an adjunct to a newscast is now a
critical part of a station’s success. A station’s lead weather
forecaster often is a chief driver of a TV station’s ratings.
Profiled in this issue are the three network primetime
and morning weather anchors. We planned to include
the “Chica de Clima” who does weather on Univision’s
Spanish-language KLUZ, but when we found out she
does her broadcasts from Denver, well, our ardor cooled.
This is your chance to vote for your favorites through
our website: freeabq.com. Feel free to explain your vote.
Tell all your family and friends. And while the software
is designed to prevent ballot-stuffing, we’re sure that for
your favorites, where there’s a will, there’s a way.
— Dan Vukelich, ABQ Free Press editor
PROFILES BY FRANCHESCA STEVENS

The morning crews
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police chases since 1979 – accounting for nearly half of all people
killed in police pursuits from 1979
through 2013, an analysis by USA
Today found. Most bystanders
were killed in their own cars by the
fleeing driver. Such chases have
killed nearly as many people as
justifiable police shootings, according to the newspaper’s analysis.
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He uses three alarm
clocks to make sure
he gets up in time to
go to work, began his
broadcasting career as
a rock-and-roll DJ, and
enjoys appearing in that
wacky hot-air balloon
pin outfit during the
Albuquerque International Balloon Fiesta.
He’s Steve Stucker, KOB-TV Channel 4’s morning show co-host and weatherman, the man who
has racked up more years than anyone else in this
market for forecasting the weather.
He’s quick to point out that he’s not a meteorologist – rather, “I’m a good old fashioned forecaster. I
translate the scientific gobbledygook into semiunderstandable English!”
The Council Bluffs, Iowa, native began working at
KOB more than 25 years ago and has received lots of
awards during his career. Readers of Albuquerque
The Magazine voted him their favorite TV personality and favorite meteorologist for 10 years in a row.
He also was selected as Media Volunteer of the Year
twice by the Greater Albuquerque Volunteer Association and has been named an Animal Humane
Association Ambassador of the Year. Frequently, he
features his four rescue dogs – Tuffy, Squeaky, Rez,
and Radar – on air during his morning show.
And, like it or not, Steve is a morning man.
He wakes up at 2:45 a.m. “It’s brutal, but it’s the
toughest thing I have to do all day. Everything else

is easy in
comparison.”
He often rides
his Harley
into work; his
nickname is
“Suit-n-Tie
Harley Guy.”
When he’s not
forecasting the
weather, he’s
working as
an ordained
chaplain,
raising money
to help the
homeless and
Make-a-Wish
Foundation of
New Mexico,
Interest in daily TV weather forecasts peaks during the Albuquerque International Balloon Fiesta when balloon crews and spectators
and giving
alike tune in for forecasts like this one from KRQE-TV Channel 13’s 10 p.m. newscast on Sept. 6.
motivational
speeches.
“It’s a great way to make a living. I’m into sports,
What does he talk about? “Depends on who I’m
I guess. And the thing about TV is you can become
speaking to, but the general theme is to be positive,
as great as you want to be and as great as you
and count our blessings; look for opportunities to
really are, and you get a chance to perform every
help others, and realize this life is very short,” he said.
day,” he said.
“Every day matters, and we need to make the most of
“It doesn’t mean it goes well every day, and some
whatever it is we have. Never give up, do your best,
days just like when you’re playing a game or a sport,
and be a blessing to someone who needs you.”
you have to take a loss,” he said.
Steve says forecasting the weather is an important,
The Emmy-award winning certified broadcast
fulfilling job because so many people rely upon its
meteorologist
joined KOAT nearly five years ago folpredictions. “Agriculture, construction, outdoor
lowing
a
weekend
meteorology stint at WLWT-TV in
activities all depend on us,” he said. “New Mexico is
Cincinnati.
Before
that,
he worked at TV stations in
so large, there is almost always something important
Huntington, W. Va., and Duluth, Minn.
to share about the forecast.”
In college, he planned to be an engineer but when a
And the chaplain thing?
school adviser encouraged him to look into meteorol“I am a servant to those in need. I visit those in the
ogy, he was hooked “because meteorology is pretty
hospital and hospice, perform funeral and memorial
physics-based and you kind of have this real-world
services, counsel those hurting or in strife, advise
working example of the scientific processes and equathem on how and where to find help for their situations that you’re trying to conceptualize,” he said.
tion – and I listen! Most hurting people have no one
“I was just fascinated that you could kind of see
who will truly hear what they are saying,” he said.
the
things that you could calculate and work on in
Steve is married, with four children, and says the
the classroom be directly applied to a visual model
favorite part of his job is “entertaining my viewers,
outside, and I thought it was the coolest thing. So
while sharing important info and sharing about
I really became fascinated with meteorology the
many of the great things happening here.”
second I started to learn about it.”
Eric earned a bachelor’s degree in atmospheric
KOAT’s
sciences at St. Cloud University in St. Cloud, Minn.,
his hometown, and later received the official seal of
Eric Green
approval from the American Meteorological Society
The station’s morning
and the AMS certified broadcast meteorological
show meteorologist, Eric
designation.
Green, like his peers,
Forecasting the weather in New Mexico is “tricky”
works a tough schedule.
because
it’s often related to how the wind is blowHe’s up at 2:15 a.m., into
ing.
“One
important thing that makes this job a
work by 3, and doesn’t
privilege
is
we help keep people safe,” he said.
leave for home until the
Eric
is
married
and has two children. During
afternoon.
wrestling
season,
he spends his weekday afternoons
He tries to get to bed
coaching
wrestling
at La Cueva High School. He
by 8 so he has at least
also says he loves fast cars and probably would do
six hours of sleep and
something with that if he weren’t on TV, he said.
sometimes relies on an afternoon nap to make it
through the day. Having said all that, the Minnesota
native calls his job “a ton of fun.”

cont. on page 6
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KRQE’s
Kristen Currie
Southern California native Kristen
Currie began her
on-air career at
KAMC-TV in Lubbock, Texas, before
joining KRQE-TV
Channel 13 this past
December as the
station’s morning
weather forecaster
doing the 4:30 a.m. and noon weekday shows.
She earned a bachelor’s degree in environmental science with a specialization in climate
and minor in atmospheric and oceanic sciences
from the University of Colorado at Boulder.
She also spent more than a year interning for
two TV stations in Denver, learning to forecast
the challenging and sometimes unpredictable
weather of the Rocky Mountains. She’s in the process of earning her broadcast meteorology certificate
through Mississippi State University as well as her
American Meteorological Society certification.
“I’ve been a science nerd since grade school, but not
until college did I really begin to look into broadcast
meteorology,” Kristen said.
“After taking an internship with one of the TV stations in Denver, I knew I wanted to pursue a career
in the field. But growing up in California, I didn’t get
to experience much weather (considering 300 days of
the year consist of nothing but sunshine and 70s).
“I think the lack of exciting weather I grew up
with really fueled my passion for learning more
about it. I moved to Colorado for college, and it
only took experiencing one severe storm to get me
hooked!
“The hours can be a little harsh some days – I’m
not sure if I’ll ever really get used to my alarm clock
going off at 1:30 every morning – not to mention the
6 p.m. bedtime,” she said.
“Considering the popularity of outdoor activities
in the area, the complex terrain and the mere fact
that our weather can change in an instant, it’s
important to get the forecast right. Snow, severe
storms or sunshine – hikers, bikers, rafters and
climbers all want to know what to expect.
“I look forward to the kiddos reaching their
weather unit every school year – visiting the
classrooms to talk about the science of it all,” she
said. It always amazes her how creative and “just
down-right cute” kids can be with their questions.
In fact, “If I wasn’t doing on-air weather, I might
consider going into teaching. I always thought it would
be fun to teach elementary school science,” she said.
Has anything weird ever happened to her while
she was on camera?
“I once had a beetle run straight towards me on
the green screen in the middle of my weathercast – I
totally freaked on-air. This little four-legged creature
was on a mission, and I panicked. I’m not good with
bugs!”

Who are ABQ’s top weather people?
Vote for your favorite morning and prime time weather forecasters

There are two ways to vote:
• On our website: freeabq.com
• On our Facebook page: facebook.com/ABQFreePress
Results will be published in the Sept. 23 issue

Five ABQ Free Press readers who reply with the most entertaining response
will receive a gift certificate for a free large Aldo’s Special Pizza
from Aldo’s New York Style Pizza, redeemable at either Aldo’s Downtown
or Rio Rancho locations.

The evening crews
KOAT’s
Joe Diaz
Some of Joe Diaz’s
earliest memories as
a kid were watching
the weather on TV in
Phoenix and thinking, “I
would like to do that.”
“And so that’s what I
did,” he said. “I’ve been
doing it ever since.”
KOAT-TV Channel 7’s
chief meteorologist has
been telling New Mexicans what they can expect
from the weather each day for nearly two decades.
He’s won 16 “Best Weathercast” awardsfrom the
New Mexico Broadcasters Association and The
Associated Press.
His nickname is Joe “Buenos” Diaz.
Joe is a member of the American Meteorological
Society and was the first in New Mexico to be
named a certified broadcast meteorologist. Joe
worked at Channel 7 from 1979 to 1989, left to
forecast the weather in Houston and Corpus Christi,
Texas, and Sacramento, Calif., before returning to
KOAT in 1997.
“I got the best job in the world,” he said. “The
technology we have is amazing. You can scan part
of a storm vertically and horizontally and see just
how strong it is. ... I mean, when you look at where
things were in 1979 when I first started, it was very
primitive compared to what we have now. Back in
the day, when I first started, you were lucky to give
people maybe, one- or two-day forecasts.”
Those forecasts involved a plexiglass map with
Styrofoam clouds and watercolor paint, he said.
Now, there’re Doppler radar images and an array of
complex forecast models.
A friendly soul with a genuine laugh, Joe was
the second of two kids of parents who were in real
estate. No one in his family was in broadcasting
before him, but his parents “encouraged me in

whatever I wanted to do.”
He adamantly claims he’s “in denial” about his
obsession with weather but admits that the first
thing he does when he wakes up and when he
comes home is to jump on his computer and read
about, well, weather.
On most Saturdays, he takes 30- to 60-mile bike
rides. He hikes and jogs up the 9-mile La Luz Trail
with friends. When he gets really ambitious, he
participates in triathlons, swimming for one mile,
running for six miles and biking for 25 miles.
Joe said the one thing he wants people to know
about him is “how much of a pleasure it is for me to
work with my two meteorologists, Eric Green and
Byron Morton.”
“All of us hold the CBM seal, which is the highest
seal of the American Meteorological Association.
The CBM means certified broadcast meteorologist.
And you gotta pass a test to get this distinction, and
you’ve gotta do a lot of continuing ed to keep it. And
we’re the only station in town that has three certified
broadcast meteorologists, and I’m really proud of that
and grateful for the team I get to work with.”

KRQE’s
Mark Ronchetti
Channel 13’s chief
meteorologist, Mark
Ronchetti, says, “I could
not ask for a better place
to work.” He’s been at
KRQE-TV since 2006.
“They are completely
supportive of my style
to provide more
comprehensive weather
forecasts along with
entertaining videos and general hijinks.”
That style includes a lot of laughs, rapid-fire
repartee with the news anchors and who-knowswhat viral video on the screen behind him.
The former general assignment reporter from
stations in Grand Junction, Colo., KOAT-TV in
cont. on page 13
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Finding Accountability in N.M.
Akin to Searching for Sasquatch
By JOE MONAHAN

I

n our last outing
here, we wondered if accountability would finally
surface as a result of
the multiple scandals
that engulfed the
state this summer.
The answer when
it comes to the Albuquerque Public
Schools Board of Education and secretary of state scandals is not just no, but
“no way.”
School board president Don Duran
answered critics with a tirade that
included the outrageous statement:
“How dare you judge me! My God
knows who I am, and I stand strong on
that.”
APS Board member Peggy Muller-Aragon was quick to agree. “You can’t judge
me,” she said. “There’s only one being
that can do that who knows my heart.”
That kind of brazen arrogance and
elitism is what has turned so many away
from today’s politics or turned them
toward the likes of Donald Trump. There
is a desperation for something – or
someone, anyone – that will connect
with regular people rather than hold
them in contempt for demanding results
and demanding public officials take
responsibility for their actions.
Gov. Susana Martinez was quick to
cynically attack the school board for
awarding disgraced APS Superintendent
Luis Valentino a $100,000 buyout
($80,000 cash plus $20,000 for a month’s
work he won’t be doing). Yet it was
Martinez’s political machine that
meddled in the last school board election to ensure that her most prominent
critic on the board was replaced by
Muller-Aragon.
While the governor was criticizing
the board buyout, it wasn’t mentioned
that the chief financial officer for APS
has a pending lawsuit that asserts Gov.
Martinez and Secretary of Education
Hanna Skandera were involved in the hiring of alleged pedophile Jason Martinez
as deputy APS superintendent, a hiring
which led to Valentino’s resignation. Not
much gubernatorial accountability there.
Meanwhile, Albuquerque Mayor
Richard Berry, in his best feckless manner, offered this tortured explanation of
the Valentino scandal:
“It’s impacting our kids, it’s impacting
our families and our students, and so it
is just really, really important that the
board sits down and gets this decision
made. We will respect their decision

regardless of what they do.”
So the mayor would “respect” an APS
decision to keep an alleged pedophile
in a top administrative position if the
school board had decided to take that
preposterous position? Accountability?
Seeing our mayor make a firm decision
on anything would be like seeing a
black swan.
The mayor was joined by the state’s
largest, most tone-deaf and most insular
newspaper, which shocked even its
conservative readers as it urged the city
to put up with an extraordinarily flawed
superintendent, saying:
“Rather than jumping back on the
search bus, the board would do better to
set a probationary period for Valentino
with clear benchmarks – first and foremost tightening up the hiring process.”
Huh? The fella who signed off on
the alleged pedophile should be put in
charge of “tightening up the process?”
Now that’s accountability.
How about calling for securing any
APS cell phone used by Valentino and
scouring it for clues on how the reckless
hiring took place and for more on the
relationship between Valentino, Jason
Martinez and the Susana Martinez
administration?
In that other steamy summer scandal,
Secretary of State Dianna Duran, in
another demonstration of the durability
of the no-accountability culture, clung
desperately to office as we wrote this,
even as calls for her impeachment or
resignation were heard from every
conceivable corner.
Folks weren’t asking her to go
Japanese-style and commit suicide out
of shame, but just simply go away – and
resign the office in the wake of sensational criminal charges leveled against
her by the attorney general, whose
litany of charges that are backed up by
copious evidence that our SOS long ago
should have sent up an SOS about the
gambling addiction that allegedly led
her to raid her campaign funds.
Duran’s office oversees campaign ethics
in the state. She appears not to see – or
has refused to see – how her credibility
has been immediately and irreparably
damaged, and how selfie values are
running amok in the political sphere.
But that’s only our opinion. Please
don’t judge us. We’re talking it over
with God.

Joe Monahan is a veteran of New Mexico
politics. His daily blog can be found at
joemonahan.com
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APD Brass ‘Stressed’ that Back-door
Bonuses are Now on Front Burner

Albuquerque’s
Premier Facility

A

police officer friend called a few
days ago to tell me that the APD
command staff is stressed out. My first
response was to say it was about time.
After years of mismanagement and now
a Department of Justice consent decree,
the people who caused the mess at APD
need to be stressed.
My friend quickly corrected me and told
me they are stressed out for reasons that
have nothing to do with the U.S. Justice
Department investigation or the department’s history of mismanagement. They’re
stressed because they fear losing their
$6,000 to $12,000-a-year retention bonuses. It seems the article written by Dennis
Domrzalski in ABQ Free Press exposed an
ethically unsound and potentially criminal
violation of the city’s budget ordinance.
This is why the APD brass is upset.
Unbelievable!
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ABQ Free Press exposed
an ethically unsound
and potentially criminal
violation of the city’s
budget ordinance
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In the Aug. 26 issue of ABQ Free Press
[online at www.freeabq.com] Domrzalski shined a light on how APD brass,
with help from Chief Administrative
Officer Rob Perry, moved around APD
funds to hand themselves – and only
themselves – these pay raises.
Nineteen members of APD command staff
gladly accepted this money and continue to
take it, even though the City Council’s authorization for the bonuses expired on July
1. One point to remember: APD commanders are the highest paid officers within the
department. Each of the top commanders
takes home (salary and benefits) well over
$100,000 annually, while beat cops make
around $54,000 a year.
So let me tell the APD command staff
why they should really be stressed out.
First, the retention bonus issue has
exposed the complete lack of leadership
and ethics at the highest ranks within
APD. In November 2014, the City Council
made it very clear that the money it
appropriated for retention bonuses
was for the officers represented by the
police union, the lowest paid, hardest
working officers on the force.
It was a weakly worded council bill that
allowed the top cops to grab some of this
money for themselves. When called out by
the City Council, only APD Chief Gorden
Eden stopped accepting the retention
bonus, but 19 deputy chiefs, majors and

NEWS
City’s Marketer Working
Without a Contract

commanders kept the money. This speaks
volumes about their morals and ethics. They
care more about their pocketbooks than
they do their own officers and citizens.
In July, in a move worthy of a sleazy
Wall Street deal, Perry, along with
Eden, moved $200,000 around within
APD’s budget to secretly continue the
19 bonuses. This was done without City
Council knowledge and demonstrated
a “We got ours, screw you” attitude
toward their own beat cops.
Do any of us wonder why there are
problems at APD? With leadership like
this, we can expect nothing less.
Not only does this back-door shifting
of taxpayer money reek of corruption, it
also makes crystal clear that Mayor Richard Berry’s administration has complete
and utter disdain for the City Council.
The council is the arm of government
that appropriates money. By sidestepping the council to give themselves
an unauthorized pay raise, APD brass
and Perry have shown their true colors
– green for greedy. The checks and
balances were built for a reason. Now,
they have been entirely dismantled.
Perry defended this money grab by
saying APD needs the top cops because
of the DOJ consent decree. If the
commanders don’t get this money, they
might all retire, he said.

Each of the top commanders takes home
(salary and benefits) well
over $100,000 annually,
while beat cops make
around $54,000 a year
Does this sound like blackmail to you?
I wonder if there was a behind-thescenes meeting where the APD brass
made this threat to Berry and Perry?
We’ll probably never know, but something must have been said. Albuquerque
needs police officers who care about
the community and their department
more than their personal bank accounts,
boats, cars, McMansions, etc.
If allowed to stand, these bonuses send
a message that in Albuquerque, the
people at the top, entrusted with tax dollars, can divert that money into their own
pockets whenever they wish. Let’s hope
that the City Council doesn’t give in.

Dan Klein is a retired Albuquerque
police officer.

F

or more than two
months, the Albuquerque Convention
and Visitors Bureau
has been working
without a city
contract. It’s the first
time that’s happened

in 35 years.
Not that many have noticed, however.
ACVB has been on the offensive,
showing up in force at community
meetings. The bureau’s chief operating officer, Tania Armenta, has been
speaking at every meeting she can
and has been
present at just
about everything
else. She was
the host of a big
reveal of the city’s
new marketing slogan, “Change Your
Perspective,” which packed the Albuquerque Museum of Art and History last
month.
So why the big push?
Earlier this year, the Greater Albuquerque Innkeepers Association
and the ACVB made headlines after
the innkeepers’ board said it had no
confidence in ACVB’s leadership. That
put the convention bureau under a
microscope, and for the first time it is
facing competition to keep its contract.
ACVB is responsible for marketing the
city, landing conventions and meetings
at the Albuquerque Convention Center
and “facilitating” bookings of the city’s
17,000 hotel rooms. Of its $6.4 million
budget, about $5.3 million comes from
the city lodgers’ tax and hospitality fees.
The rest comes from its members.
For 35 years, ACVB has been the tourism, convention and marketing voice of
the city. Its charge has been to bring in
the large events.
But with struggles at the Albuquerque
Police Department and the Albuquerque Public Schools, it seems the city is
adrift. The marketing of the city has
been adrift, too, say hoteliers, who
are welcoming the new attitude and
slogan.
For more than a decade, the city’s
marketing brand was “It’s a Trip.” It
was a trippy campaign born of the
mid-2000s when clever marketing
slogans meant more than search engine
optimization and analytics results.
Late last year, ACVB hired Research
& Polling Inc. to do a perception study
that showed the city should be targeting young, adventurous travelers as well

as baby boomers. The new “Change
Your Perspective” is aimed at those
groups.
Although some hoteliers say the
new slogan may not be enough, the
renewed push and the organization’s
increased local presence is noted.
The “other” convention bureau, the
Albuquerque Hispano Chamber of
Commerce, will be launching its new
campaign and new websites as well, at
siabq.org and seeabq.org, said Ernie
C’de Baca, vice president of convention
and tourism at the Hispanic chamber.
For 39 years, it also has helped book
conventions and
meetings.
“We’re the
same as ACVB. We
have our niche,
though,”
C’de Baca said. “Our market is the Hispanic and Native American markets. We
have our annual events that we work
to help promote to increase attendance
and spectators. Those are the Gathering
of Nations and Flamenco Festival and
Mariachi Spectacular. We also want to
fill that convention center up.”
It’s unclear if ACVB will keep its contract. It is clear there will be changes,
however.
ACVB has not announced its new
board, but it’s expected that the new
board will have more members from
the hotel industry. A possible outcome
is that ACVB lands the entire contract
again, but there has been speculation
that its contract could be split up with
certain entities taking over their own
marketing – the Albuquerque Convention Center, for example.
Many have called for Dale Lockett to
lose his job as chief executive officer of
ACVB, a job that paid $169,000 in 2013,
according to ACVB’s nonprofit tax form
990.
Still, C’de Baca said, he’s hoping
that the discussion changes from the
struggles of ACVB with the innkeepers’
group to one of economic development.
“At the end of the day, we all know
what that means for the economy,”
C’de Baca said. “We all know what that
means if [visitors] have a great time:
They’ll move here, they’ll start businesses here.”

Dan Mayfield is an Albuquerque journalist. Most recently, he was a reporter for
Albuquerque Business First. Reach him at
journalistdan@gmail.com
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Gun-toting Cops Converge
On ABQ for Shooting Festival
BY SAYRAH NAMASTé

P

olice Shootings
Are Not Fun &
Games: No, you are
not reading the
Onion. Albuquerque is
hosting the National
Rifle Association’s
National Police
Shooting Champion-

ships – again.
The event is exactly what it sounds
like: a national shooting contest to give
awards to cops who are best at shooting and killing people. This is not an
overstatement. When police fire their
weapons, they are trained to shoot to kill.
(Un)Occupy Albuquerque is organizing
protests, as it did when the event came
here last year.
“In a city with the highest rate of police
shootings per capita, a competition that
glorifies police violence is a brazen insult
to everyone who has been victimized by
APD,” says the group.

At 6 p.m. Saturday, Sept. 19, the first
day of the competition, protesters will
gather at Robinson Park at Eighth Street
and Central Avenue Northwest and
march through the streets of Downtown
Albuquerque to the Embassy Suites,
the hotel that is hosting police officers
who’ve traveled from all over the country
to compete.
“It should be known that any hotel
which volunteers to host this event in
the future will face harsh criticism and
protest. Join us in making it abundantly
clear to the city of Albuquerque, Embassy
Suites and the NRA that we will not sit by
while police come from afar to gather in
our city for a shootout,” say the protest’s
organizers.
When the city hosted the NRA competition last year, it lost money. Its contract
with the NRA requires that taxpayers had
to foot the bill for one sergeant, 41 field
officers and 15 public service aides reassigned from their normal beats to provide
security and traffic assistance for the
competition. The cost was approximately
$80,000.
The city also contracted to provide air

conditioners, telephone lines, buildings,
storage, fax machines, copy machines,
tents, picnic tables, restrooms, ambulance
crews, maintenance crews, press officers
and custodial staff.
Despite the expenditure of public funds,
the event is not open to the public – just
the NRA and police officers competing.
Even local news media outlets are not
allowed in. More information is at unoccupyabq.org.
“Necessary Force: Art in the Police
State” will open with a reception from 6-8
p.m. Friday, Sept. 11, at the University of
New Mexico Art Museum, located in the
Center for the Arts complex, which can be
accessed through Popejoy Theater.
The exhibition is titled “Necessary Force:
Art in the Police State” and addresses
the systemic forces in our history and our
society that continue the violation of civil
rights in this country through a range of
issues, including police brutality, surveillance and imprisonment, poverty, gun
violence, racial profiling, as well as the
power of collective protest.
Included in the show is acclaimed artist
Mel Chin, known for his conceptual art
that brings attention to political and
social issues such as climate change, and in
this instance, police violence. The exhibition also includes seminal photographs
documenting the civil rights movement.
The exhibit runs through Dec. 12. The
museum will host a diverse program of
public events with the participation of artists, scholars, law enforcement and local
organizations to discuss civil rights issues
facing our communities and nation. More
information is at unmartmuseum.org.
“El Agua es Sagrada: Water is Sacred”
is the topic of a South Valley community
meeting about water rights set for 5:30
p.m. Thursday, Sept. 17, at the South Valley Multipurpose Center, 2008 Larrazolo
Road S.W.
The event will offer presentations and a
community discussion on the importance
of claiming, preserving and protecting water rights and traditions in our
community. Information on land-sharing
models and resources available to farmers
and landowners will be provided.
The event is sponsored by the South Valley Regional Association of Acequias, the
Center for Social Sustainable Systems, and
the New Mexico Acequia Association. It
was organized in response to the threat
posed by developments such as the West
Side Santolina project.

Sayrah Namasté is an organizer with the
American Friends Service Committee in
Albuquerque.
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Whistleblower Alleges
Records Coverups at APD
BY DENNIS DOMRZALSKI

T

he former records
custodian for the Albuquerque Police Department
alleges that top officials
at APD, including Chief
Gorden Eden, ordered him
to find ways to deny public
records requests from the
news media and members
of the public.
Reynaldo Chavez, who
was fired on Aug. 24, says the orders
to deny or limit the department’s
response to records requests came
even after he complained to top brass
that their orders were illegal and in
violation of the state’s Inspection of
Public Records Act.
Chavez, who had been APD’s
records custodian since 2011, said he
was fired because he told the top brass
that their orders were illegal. City
Hall has called Chavez a disgruntled
former employee.
According to a letter that Chavez’s
attorney, Tom Grover, faxed to Mayor
Richard Berry on Sept. 4, Chavez’s
protestations were ignored.
“Mr. Chavez’s concerns were
regularly cast aside and incomplete
production of responsive material was
completed outside his position or he
was ordered to produce incomplete
records to requesting parties,” according to the letter, which put the city on
notice that Chavez intended to file a
whistleblower lawsuit against the city
over his firing.
Grover filed the notice-to-sue letter
Sept. 7 in Bernalillo County District
Court, along with a motion to obtain
records from APD and to depose
Eden and other department officials.
The letter contains a long list of APD
officials and the former city attorney,
Kathryn Levy, alleged to have participated in the withholding of public
documents.
“In the performance of his duties as
records custodian, frequently other
department employees interfered with
Mr. Chavez’s efforts to comply with
[the public records law],” Grover’s
letter to Berry said.
“Such interference spanned the
spectrum of encouraging Mr. Chavez
to find ‘creative’ exceptions to prevent
the production of records to direct and
explicit orders to conceal responsive
records. With regularity, Mr. Chavez

We Keep Your Roof
Healthy and Watertight

Call 505-345-7663
For Your Free Estimate
was told to find reasons to exclude
records and or to manufacture
interpretations of the statute that
would allow for exemption of such
records.”
Those “orchestrations,” the letter
said, came from “former city attorney
Kathryn Levy, Bill Slausen, Chief
of Police Gorden Eden Jr., Assistant
Chief of Police Bob Huntsman,
Deputy Chief of Police Eric Garcia,
and Deputy Chief of Police William
Roseman.” Slausen is a civilian
administrator at APD.
Chavez was fired because he complained to department officials that
their requests and orders were illegal,
according to Grover’s letter.

‘Interference spanned the
spectrum of encouraging Mr. Chavez to find
‘creative’ exceptions to
prevent the production
of records to direct and
explicit orders to conceal
responsive records’
– letter from Chavez’s lawyer to the mayor

“As a direct consequence of Mr.
Chavez’s communications to employees of the city who conspired to
improperly obstruct the production of
public records, or actually did improperly obstruct the production of such
records, Mr. Chavez was summarily
retaliated against by what clearly was
a straw-man allegation of subordinate
misconduct and his subsequent
dismissal,” the letter said.
ABQ Free Press emailed copies of
Grover’s court documents and the
letter to the mayor to spokespeople
for Berry and APD seeking comment.
As of press time, neither spokesperson
had responded.
cont. on page 15

For All your Roofing Needs… K-Ram Roofing is There
Before and After The Storm… No Worries
We Offer High-Quality Residential Roofing Services:
•
•
•
•

Roof Repair
Roof Installation
Roof Replacement
Preventative Measures

We have been proudly servicing the
Albuquerque area for more than 35 years.

3738 Arno Street • Albuquerque, NM 87107

(505) 345-ROOF
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Editor’s note: Three City Council district
seats are up for election in October. Two
incumbents have no opposition, and a
third is likely to win in a walkover. The
only real horse race is in District 6,
where three people are running to replace
retiring Albuquerque City Councilor Rey
Garduño.
The district is both poor and well-todo. It encompasses part of the UNM
area, Nob Hill, Ridgecrest, the state
fairgrounds, and less well-to-do sections
of the Southeast Heights west of Eubank
Boulevard. ABQ Free Press Associate
Editor Dennis Domrzalski interviewed
the three candidates to get their thoughts
on main issues.

interests tying me down. I’m not
connected to any political party that
will cloud my decision making. The
only interest I have is making these
neighborhoods better and helping
them realize their true potential.”

Main issues
Investing in early childhood
education, finding permanent shelters
for the homeless, encouraging infill
development and turning vacant lots
into parks and community gardens.
“The most important thing is to stop
sprawl on the West Side,” he said.
“Get developers off the Mesa and
back into the neighborhoods.”

Bus rapid transit

Sam Kerwin
UNM student: Journalism/
American Studies
Age: 22

Kerwin says he
knows District
6 better than his
two opponents
because he’s spent
his entire two years
in the Fair Heights
neighborhood
just west of the state fairgrounds. He
knows what it’s like to see homeless
people passed out in parks and in
vacant lots, what it’s like to miss a bus
and then have to walk to his destination or be late, and the danger of riding
bikes on Albuquerque’s mean streets.
And at just 22 years old, Kerwin says
he’s fresh and without ties to specialinterest groups and what he calls
“professional perspectives.”

‘Get developers off the
Mesa and back into the
neighborhoods’
– Sam Kerwin

“I have experienced what it’s like
to be raised in Albuquerque. I grew
up here, went to public schools,
and I have come in contact with the
problems facing this part of town,”
he says. “I know what it’s like to
not be able to get around by bus, or
when it comes to someone hitting you
with their car when you’re biking.
I’m fresh. I don’t have any special

“I think it’s a fluke. If you want to
do transit, why not put more buses
on the streets instead of just redoing
a line that already exists. Right now,
Central is the only corridor that has
decent public transit. That shows
how bad it is. Walking the streets and
going door-to-door, I have found very
few people who actually support bus
rapid transit.”

APD
“Every police shooting should be
looked into, but honestly, we need to get
to a point where there aren’t that many
police shootings. My plan would be to
really start implementing community
policing. It’s really a tough problem
with no easy solution. We need an honest dialogue between the community
and the police. APD is losing people
because of mismanagement.”

Hess “Hessito” Yntema
Lawyer, New Mexico Risk
Management Division
Age: 28

Yntema has been
walking District 6
and going doorto-door asking
for votes for a
long time. He first
started when he
was in his mother’s
womb when his
father, Hess Yntema, ran for the City
Council in 1987. After he was born, he
walked when his dad ran for county
commissioner, state representative
and again for the council in 1999.

City of Albuquerque

‘An 11-minute response
for cops [to 911 calls] and
a six-minute response
time for ambulances, if
you have a stroke or a
gun to your head, you’re
dead. It’s over’
– Hess Yntema

Now he’s walking to get votes for
himself.
“I’m not happy with the state of
Albuquerque as it is presently,”
Yntema says. “There are a lot of things
that need to be improved upon, police
protection being one of them. The City
Council has not been vigilant. [Retiring
Councilor] Rey Garduño is a nice
guy, but he just hasn’t done his job.
He coronated his successor without
telling anyone. The Council needs to

be careful about the carte blanche they
have given Mayor Richard Berry.”

Main issues
Police protection, sprawl, and the
economic disparity between different areas in District 6. Crime, basic
services and roads and streets. “First
and foremost, the big issue is police
protection,” Yntema said. “It’s people
in the safer parts of town who want
Albuquerque police officers to be
better trained – the university and
the Nob Hill area. But in the other
parts, east of San Mateo, they don’t
care if the cops are well trained or not;
they just want someone to help them.
And with an 11-minute response for
cops [to 911 calls] and a six-minute
response time for ambulances, if you
have a stroke or a gun to your head,
you’re dead. It’s over.”

cont. on page 15
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TOP FORECASTER, Page 6
Albuquerque, and Portland, Ore., was born
in Dallas and grew up in Vermont.
Mark says he’s always been interested in
weather and that it’s “fun, challenging, and
really gratifying, especially if you kind of
nail something and let people know what’s
headed their way.”
Despite the on-set banter, forecasting
weather in New Mexico is serious business
to Mark. “The last thing you want to do
is get caught out and not know there’s a
snowstorm coming. You can end up in a
nasty situation at I-25 north of Las Vegas, and
you can look around and go, ‘I didn’t know
this was going to happen.’”
Mark’s three-and-a-half to four-minute
segments are often augmented with funny
videos that he says he uses to fill time when
the weather is “quiet” and to keep viewers’
attention.
“If you’re on week three of mostly sunny
and 60 (degrees), you’re sitting there going
‘what am I going to do?’” he said. “And so
those are the times when I shake my head
and I get frustrated.
“But, given the pattern we have now,
where we’re in a strong El Niño and things
are really popping and we had a pretty good
summer for precip, and we’re going to have
a great fall and winter, I’m fired up. It’s great.
It’s the greatest job in the world.”
Mark and his wife and two daughters love
living in Albuquerque, but he confesses
he’s not sure he’s going to be a weatherman
the rest of his life. Instead, he sees himself
someday possibly producing other shows
around the state.
As quirky as he appears to be on TV, Mark,
a serious gym rat, admits to a few personal
“quirks” off-set.
For one, “I can never go to sleep in an
unmade bed. Never.”
And, number two: “I hate goat cheese. Does
that count? Why does everybody like goat
cheese? It’s disgusting. I don’t understand it.
It has a horrible flavor. And I can always tell.
There are times when my wife tries to pull,
like, a fast one, she’ll like [say], ‘Oh, no, I’m
sure it doesn’t have goat cheese,’ and I can
tell if it has goat cheese from a mile away. It’s
the grossest thing in the world.”

KOB’s Jorge
Torres
Ever since
fifth grade!
That’s how long
Channel 4’s chief
meteorologist,
Jorge Torres,
has known
he wanted to
forecast the
weather.
Jorge, a

Pflugerville (pronounced Flooger-ville), Texas,
native, said he had “always been fascinated
with weather since I was very young.”
“It was the Jarrell, Texas, tornado on May
27, 1997, that pushed me over the edge to
pursue a career in broadcast meteorology.”
The tornado hit 32 miles up Interstate 35
from where Jorge lived.
To this day, the F5 Jarrell tornado, which
killed 27 people, obliterated 38 homes and
ripped up stretches of 500 feet of asphalt from
several roads, remains one of the most intense
storms ever documented. An entire subdivision
of well-built homes was wiped off the earth
with no debris – none – remaining on the site.
“The state of New Mexico has a variety of
weather phenomena, whether it be heavy snow
up in the mountains to dangerous wildfires,
along with monsoon storms and tornadoes
along the Eastern Plains. It’s never a dull
moment forecasting for this state,” he said.
Jorge, whose on-air persona is mostly all
business, confesses, “I love that I’m able to
show my passion and joy for weather to
thousands of New Mexicans every day.”
He graduated in 2009 with a degree in meteorology and a minor in Spanish from Texas
A&M University. He holds the American
Meteorological Society’s certified broadcast
meteorology seal of approval. His first job
on air began at KVIA-TV in El Paso, barely
a week after he graduated from college. In
2013, he joined KOB-TV in Albuquerque.
When he first started at KOB-TV, “I was
discussing the lack of snow in the mountains
and ended up saying ‘the snowpack has been
piss poor this year’ [and I] got a few emails
for that one.”
If he hadn’t pursued a meteorological career,
he likely would have tried to be a professional
baseball player. His favorite teams are the
Texas A&M Aggies, the New York Yankees,
the Spanish soccer club FC Barcelona and the
Houston Texans NFL football team.
At work, Jorge’s nicknames are “Big Tex” and
“George Weather” (Jorge translates to George in
English). He’s most proud of graduating from
college and earning his certified broadcast meteorology designation. He loves New Mexico’s
green chile enchiladas and salsa dancing, and
his favorite animal is the triceratops. “I always
loved dinosaurs as a kid,” he said.
His dream interview would be with The
Weather Channel’s Jim Cantore “after a tropical storm makes landfall.”
A little more about Jorge: His favorite movie
is The Shawshank Redemption, and his
favorite quote is from Argentine Marxist
revolutionary Che Guevara: “Let the world
change you and you can change the world.”
“One thing my co-workers don’t know
about me is I’m a walking encyclopedia of
random knowledge. I’d be a great trivia
night partner!”
Franchesca Stevens is a freelance journalist
in Albuquerque.
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CALLING ALL PETS
Hans Wressnigg wrote:
“I just wanted to share this
photo of my 4-year-old
Australian cattle dog mix
‘Rio’ on a recent trip in the
Manzano Mountains.
I adopted Rio from the
East Side city shelter when
I moved here from my native
Washington state in 2011.
He loves exploring
New Mexico with me,
chasing his lizard and rabbit
friends in the Bosque and
climbing the Sandias.”
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city council, Page 12

whistleblower, Page 11

Bus rapid transit
“I’m skeptical. It needs a lot of study.
I’ve met only one person out of a
thousand-plus doors knocked on that
supports it. Everyone else is worried.
I’m a fan of public transit and urbanization. In Nob Hill it has support, but
that bus isn’t going up to the other
half of the district, though, and those
are the people who use the bus. The
rich get richer and get more services.”

APD
“I am very impressed with the
professionalism with 95 percent of
the police officers, but there is a lack
of staffing. The Department of Justice
thing never should have happened in
the first place. If they, the Council, had
been paying attention, they would
have seen this coming.”

starting to talk about retiring, he and
I sat down and started talking about
what the Council would be dealing
with over the next four years, and
the Albuquerque Police Department
was on the top of the list,” Davis
said. “We know that the councilor we
elect in October will be responsible
for implementing DOJ reforms, and I
want to be a part of that. This is one
of the most progressive seats on the
Council. and our policies lined up. It’s
a legacy we need to continue.”

‘We know that the councilor we elect in October
will be responsible for
implementing DOJ
reforms, and I want to
be a part of that’
– Pat Davis

Patrick Davis
Listen to The Update with

Dennis Domrzalski
Monday mornings

at 8:25. on

KANW-FM 89.1

Send it to

petphotos@freeabq.com
Include your name, phone number, and your pet’s name,
and we’ll try to reserve their spot in the pet parade.

Featured RENTAL Property
200 Rio Grande, Albuquerque

A full-service residential
and commercial
property management brokerage
serving both renters
and property owners.

515 CENTRAL AVENUE NE
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO 87196-4249
OFFICE 505-242-0989
FAX 505-242-0969
TOLL FREE 888-248-0969
Email info@maddoxmgmt.com

WWW.MADDOXMGMT.COM

TOWNHOUSE LOFTS 1/BD 1/BA
Recently renovated luxury townhouse apartments in desirable Historic Old Town
Albuquerque. Each unit comes with a stunning natural balance of old and contemporary
living,exposed adobe walls, brick floors, built-ins, sunny new windows, new stainless
steel appliances, front load washer & dryer in the unit, courtyard patio areas, and lovely
serene landscaped grounds! Very pet friendly! The Botanical Gardens, Tingly Beach,
The ABQ Bio Park, Zoo, Aquarium, ‘Bosque Trails’ are all just around the corner!
Tenants pay utilities. 1-year lease. www.MaddoxMgmt.com for more info!!

Executive director, ProgressNow
New Mexico
Age: 37

Main issues

Davis came to
Albuquerque 11
years ago to help
start a community
policing program
at the University
of New Mexico.
He spent five years
at UNM and then
went to the Bernalillo County District Attorney’s office
as its community relations liaison. In
July 2013, Davis, while serving as the
chair of the Albuquerque Metro Crime
Stoppers program, was arrested for
drunken driving. He pleaded guilty
to a first-time DWI and completed
the requirements of his sentence. “I
drank too much and drove a car and
accepted responsibility,” Davis said.
“My family and friends, who were the
most judgmental, have forgiven me
over time for the way I responded.”
Davis’ two opponents in the race
complain that he was hand-picked
for the seat by retiring councilor
Rey Garduño. Davis doesn’t really
deny that. “When Rey Garduño was

Property crime, police issues, jobs
and education, public safety and
keeping Nob Hill as a destination
area. “Nob Hill is just starting to come
back from the recession. We have
lost a lot of small businesses, and we
have had some new ones that are still
operating on thin margins. We need to
be sure that we are keeping Nob Hill
as a destination and not just any place
to buy things,” Davis said. “When I go
door-to-door, 80 percent of the people
start out with property crime and
police issues.”

Bus rapid transit
“I think it is a big idea and a good
idea, but I don’t think it is there yet.
There are some issues on the table that
the administration has not yet had a
forum to consider.”

APD
“The mayor hires and fires the police
chief, so he owns the decisions and the
failures. The mayor has not been as
responsive as the Council has required
him to be. I have complained about
the Council as well for not pressing
harder for answers to things.”

wanted:
Editorial interns with writing, reporting,
page layout and ad building experience.
Send your resume and statement of interest to

editor@freeabq.com

Grover’s court motion also alleges
that as APD’s records custodian,
Chavez kept a separate computer file,
external drive and 1,000 CDs of the
public records requests he had handled
while at APD. The motion sought to
preserve those files.
Those alleged files have become important in another lawsuit, one by the
family of Mary Han, an Albuquerque
civil rights attorney who mysteriously
died in November 2010. Han’s death
was ruled a suicide, but Han’s family
disputes that.
The family’s attorney, Rosario D.
Vega Lynn, filed an emergency motion
on Aug. 26 in Bernalillo County District
Court asking that the database and its
backup CDs be preserved because they
might contain information that APD
and the city never turned over to the
family.

‘A court motion also alleges that as APD’s records custodian, Chavez
kept a separate computer
file, external drive and
1,000 CDs of the public
records requests he had
handled while at APD’
– letter to the mayor

Grover said the database contained
information about high-profile records
request cases as well as communications from APD brass to Chavez. Those
internal communications and emails
could offer a window into how APD
brass viewed records requests and
possible reasons for denying.
APD spokesman Tanner Tixier called
Chavez a “disgruntled employee” and
told ABQ Free Press that the database
doesn’t exist.
In an affidavit attached to Vega
Lynn’s motion, Chavez testified that
in 2012 he was told not to provide the
Han family with all the public information they had requested. “At that
time, I was instructed by former city
employee Kathryn Levy not to provide
all the requested information to the
Han family,” the affidavit said.
Grover said that Chavez’s allegation
that he was ordered by APD brass to
fudge on records requests “could have
an astounding affect” on a wide range
of cases involving APD.
Dennis Domrzalski is an associate editor
at ABQ Free Press. Reach him at
dennis@freeabq.com

Contradicting
Himself?
In a lawsuit ABQ Free Press filed
last year to obtain a list of the
Albuquerque Police Department’s
military-style weapons, a former
APD records custodian testified
under oath that he and he alone
decided who got most of the
police records requested under the
New Mexico Inspection of Public
Records Act.
Under questioning by the newspaper’s attorney, Colin Hunter of
the Barnett Law Firm, Reynaldo
Chavez said he denied the newspaper’s weapons inventory request
– and virtually every other request
that he denied – without consulting anyone else in city government, including his superiors at
APD, the Mayor’s Office, the chief
administrative officer, or the city
legal department.
In the deposition this past Oct.
30, Hunter asked, “Okay. Who
makes those calls when a member
of the public requests a document
that’s in the possession of the
Albuquerque Police Department?”
“I normally would myself, and/or
legal, Chavez said.
“Who do you, typically, consult
with on whether or not to deny a
request?” Hunter asked.
“Normally [I] do not consult with
anyone. Again, I’ve been doing
it close to four years. I’m fairly
certain when I have to do a denial,
and if I do, I’ll usually seek counsel
from our legal department,”
Chavez responded.
APD and the city eventually
provided a list of military weapons
to ABQ Free Press. A judge ordered the city to pay lawyer’s fees,
costs and some damages to ABQ
Free Press and to independent
journalist Peter St. Cyr, who filed
the records request as part of an
assignment by the newspaper.
It was unclear what effect
Chavez’s statements in the deposition could have on his
expected whistleblower lawsuit.
Chavez’s deposition can be found
on this newspaper’s website,
freeabq.com, by searching for
“Reynaldo Chavez.”
— Dan Vukelich
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‘GhostFood’ Nourishes Perception

ARTS

arts

Matters of the Art: Move/Shake, Make/Break
BY LISA BARROW

We’ll be here all week
Take it from someone who’s had the privilege of
writing professionally about arts events for almost
three years now: When it comes to getting off our
collective butts and doing something cool, the
options for Burqueños are invariably legion.
To prove that very point, a group of movers and
shakers in the arts, tech and culture communities
have organized a vast panoply of events into
Umbrella Week, Sept. 12 through 20. And yes, that’s
more than a week – because this much awesome
won’t be constrained by the meager confines of your
Gregorian calendar. Highlighted goings-on include
old favorites and new:

BY MEGAN KAMERICK

I

f the concept of climate change seems too abstract
and theoretical, ponder this: Global warming could
mean losing chocolate, coffee and peanut butter.
That possibility makes me want to curl up in the
fetal position and cry. I know there are far worse
things in the offing owed to climate change. But when
environmental crises impact some of my favorite foods,
it somehow seems more real than faraway glaciers
melting, raising sea levels.
But take heart and keep an open mind. Artist Miriam
Simun offers an alternative to this bleak future with
her “GhostFood” installation at the 516 ARTS Habitat
block party. Then again, Simun’s interactive art may
lead you into a deeper funk.
“GhostFood” looks like a food truck. But its primary
offerings are taste experiences of flavors that may soon
be unavailable: chocolate, peanut butter and fried cod.
“Customers” are fitted with a device that anchors itself
around the ears and rests under the nose. This contraption delivers the scent of a food while participants eat
something that’s assuredly not that food.
“Olfactory senses are the ones most evolved and
highly tuned,” says Simun. “For humans, we don’t have
much language developed around it, so it’s often not a
conscious thing.”
Simun is based in Brooklyn, and the “GhostFood”
project was commissioned in 2013 by the Robert
Rauschenberg Foundation for the multi-site exhibition
Marfa Dialogues/NY. “GhostFood” was presented by
a New Jersey gallery where there’s a large Portuguese
population with a history of fishing. That was one reason Simun and collaborator Miriam Songster focused
on cod. It’s also one of many ocean species vulnerable
to climate change.
As for peanuts, they won’t disappear but they can become
toxic to humans. According to the National Atmospheric
and Oceanic Administration, excessive heat and drought
can lead to soil fungi causing aflatoxin contamination.
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And chocolate … The Guardian
“It is art that provides a direct
The Habitat Downtown
actually used the phrase “peak
experience
with new interpretations
block party
chocolate” this year. That’s because the
of and possibilities for what we think
Saturday, Sept. 12, 4-8 p.m.
areas where cacao beans are grown
we already know,” Zastudil says. “It is
The 500 block of Central Ave.
are increasingly stressed by climate
visible, tangible and smellable.” She
516arts.org
change. Farming and production could
calls the contraption visitors wear to
be moved elsewhere, but that’s likely
experience aromas “dining jewelry”
to take a long time; in the meantime, chocolate could
and has included one in the “Knew Normal” exhibit.
become a very expensive commodity.
This insect-like appendage embodies the themes of
Then again, you could strap on Simun’s creation –
the exhibit. Environments, including the human body,
composed of 3D-printed nylon and a flexible copper
become more difficult or awkward to inhabit for
component – and sip milk through a straw while inhalreasons attributed to climate change, Zastudil says. On
ing chocolate vapor through your nose. It’s just like the
one hand, it’s an optimistic look at human ingenuity
real thing. Sort of ...
and capacity to adapt. On the other, it’s a sobering look
Simun admits it’s not necessarily an uplifting process.
at the future, says Zastudil.
“The project is in a funny place where we’re creating a
516 Arts’ Teresa Buscemi directs the block party where
novel and interesting experience and also using a satiri“GhostFood” appears on Sept.12. Simun’s concept
cal method to ask if this is the way we want to go about
struck her as a great way to spark dialog about climate
dealing with these [climate change] issues,” she says.
change. “Having something people can experience
Simun had to carefully consider the texture of the
firsthand is important,” Buscemi says. “It becomes a
other two substances. Our sense of smell is acute, but
very personal interaction.”
when a texture is off, our brains know something’s not
Other interactive projects at the block party include
right. On the “GhostFood” truck, vegan algae protein
artist Mark Lee Koven’s climate-controlled dome
stands in for cod, and a sticky, soy-based substance
with imagery and hands-on experiences to stimulate
comprises the peanut butter. These pairings are meant
discussion of climate change. Artist Abbey Hepner’s
to mimic the mouth feel of the real thing.
bioluminescent algae project prompts discussion about
The “GhostFood” experience makes climate change
alternative ways to generate light.
and mass extinction feel quite intimate, and that’s the
There will be music and actual food trucks – including
idea. “It’s a phenomenon that’s larger than our experiFood Karma, which asks that people “pay what they
ence. So we feel we can’t do anything because we can’t
feel” – at the party. A project called Leftovers will serve
wrap our heads around the size and the enormity and
up dishes created from unsold food from that day’s
the time scale,” Simun says.
Downtown Grower’s Market. It’s certainly a better way
This is “GhostFood’s” first foray outside the East Coast,
to eat leftovers compared with scavenging in dumpand it’s part of a larger exhibit at 516 ARTS called “Habisters. Then again, dumpsters may well be part of our
tat: Exploring Climate Change Through the Arts.” Nancy
climate-challenged future.
Zastudil, curator of Habitat exhibit “Knew Normal,” says
Megan Kamerick is an independent radio and print journalshe included “GhostFood” because it challenges assumpist and producer at New Mexico PBS.
tions about the way we live and consume.

The beloved Rail Yards Market (railyardsmarket.
org), hyped on Sept. 13 and 20 from 10 a.m. to 2
p.m., happens most Sundays through October.
CreativeMornings is a monthly breakfast lecture
series. Tractor Brewing – Wells Park (1800 Fourth
Street NW) hosts community organizer Carlos
Contreras discussing empathy at 9 a.m. Limited free
tickets are available at creativemornings.com/cities/
abq starting Monday, Sept. 14.
Community arts champion OFFCenter (offcenterarts.org) holds its Folk Art Festival every year, and
it’s mighty nice to see the free, all-day hullaballoo
getting extra Umbrella love. Happening Sunday,
Sept. 13, from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. in Robinson Park
(808 Park SW), the fest boasts more than 100 artsy
vendors, complementary hands-on activities, a
swarm of food trucks, dancers, music, fortunetellers, caricature artists, magic and of course, a giant
puppet parade.
But wait – there’s more. TechFiesta ABQ, running
Sept. 12 through 20, brings together a veritable brain
trust for panels, presentations and get-togethers,
fostering a progressive local culture based on
support and tech lust. Locations and ticket prices
vary, so visit techfiestaabq.com for deets. A new,
intimate talk series called 99U (bit.ly/1M0oof4)
gives creatives a leg up in their careers with three
short, practical chats from smartypants in the know.
On Wednesday, Sept. 16, hear directly from marketing and arts/business experts at 5:30 p.m. at Stereo
Bar (622 Central SW).
You’ve got to see the full lineup, so head to
umbrellaweek.org without delay. Don’t miss out on
“BRIDGE: Arts & Social Justice,” 24 Hours of Art,
ABQ CiQlovía and so much more.

Are you hearing this?

Hang on to your bonnets

In modern parenting, the idea that “children should
be seen and not heard” is largely (and thankfully)
behind us. Still, kids don’t always have a safe, supported opportunity to express their truest selves.
Jessica Helen Lopez, Albuquerque’s second Poet
Laureate, is forging fearlessly ahead in the last half
of her two-year term. And she knows the value of
speaking your mind. Lopez is an instructor for the
UNM Chicana and Chicano Studies department.
She’s also a mother.
Lopez is Poet-in-Residence at the Albuquerque
Museum, and the self-described radical feminist has
self-published three of her own poetry chapbooks.
She’s exquisitely well-equipped for spearheading a
project that collects and archives over 40 youth poets
guided by nine community mentors.
Forthcoming from Swimming With Elephants
Publications, “Kids with Causes: An Anthology
of Youth Voices” (paperback; $10.95), was an idea
when Lopez applied for the Poet Laureate position.
“One of the application components is to submit a
project proposal in terms of the type of work you
will [do to] engage the public in order to promote
poetry, literacy and community engagement,”
she explains. “What better way to do so than to
involve the young voices of our diverse and vibrant
Burque?”
The collection spans everything from self-love to
debunking stereotypes to what it’s like to be a kid.
The “Kids with Causes” release party happens at
the Albuquerque Museum (2000 Mountain NW)
on Sunday, Sept. 20, from 2 to 3 p.m. The book will
also be available for sale online at swimmingwithelephants.com, at Bookworks (4022 Rio Grande NW)
and on Amazon.
In the foreword, Lopez makes a crucial point about
youth and expression: “Together our communities
have come together with a focused goal. It is not to
GIVE voice to young people. We cannot give what
they innately possess, but rather to be mindful that
we, as adults, must take care to help guard their
light. And we must remember to open our hearts,
minds and ears to listen – truly listen – to the young
people of the world today.”

With “Looking Forward Looking Back,” the New
Mexico Museum of Art (107 West Palace, Santa Fe)
takes the long view. Opening Friday, Sept. 11, this
new exhibition juxtaposes the museum’s collection
of notable pieces by groundbreaking female artists
with newer artwork by contemporary women.
What’s on display here intrigues with its power,
range and profound – even haunting – points of
view.
Ana Mendieta (1948-1985) was a Cuban exile
whose works explored themes like displacement
and belonging in the context of nature. Traveling
between Mexico and Iowa, she used the outline
of her own body to create her “Silhueta Series,”
sculpturally filling the space created by her form
with tree branches, gun powder, fire, flowers
and other objects. A selection of her photographs
includes the chromogenic print “Silueta de Cenizas”
(“Ash Silhouette”) from 1975, wherein her blackened
human shape – arms raised, marked by ashes –
seems branded into the Earth.

Lisa Barrow is a member of the Dirt City writers
collective, tweets with exceeding irregularity
@OhLisaBarrow and most recently served as arts
and lit editor and web editor at the Weekly Alibi.

Courtesy of Galerie Lelong

Ana Mendieta, Silueta de Cenizas: Silueta Series

Angela Ellsworth has been making her “Seer
Bonnets” since 2008. At first glance, the poke bonnets – the classic headgear of pioneer times – glisten
and shimmer with a silvery beauty. Encrusted with
thousands of gray and white pearls, the rows and
whorls boast delicate, meticulous needlework. But
then you realize the pearls are not embroidered
at all. They’re stick pins whose sharp steel points
bristle inside the bonnets, menacing like rows of
silver teeth. Ellsworth’s bonnets present commentary
on the Mormon religion – she was brought up in and
later rejected it – but specifically evokes women of
the early church, who were hardly delicate flowers.
Other works include Eleanor Antin’s “100 Boot
Postcards,” which probes the line between art as
object vs. experience; Dadaist, actor, painter, ceramicist and – once she hit her late eighties – writer
Beatrice Wood’s fascinating 1920s drawings; and
“Understudy for Animal Farm,” an installation by
New Mexico’s own Ligia Bouton, among many
others .
“Looking Forward Looking Back” runs through
Jan. 17, 2016. Museum admission is $6 for New
Mexico residents, but check nmartmuseum.org or
call 476-5072 to learn about free days, discounts and
seasonal closings.
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Packaged Possibility Delivered to Your Doorstep
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Deep Dish: Los Ortiz Poised for Red-hot Success

BY ZOE BURGETT

fter a long day at work, you
arrive home to find a package
waiting for you. Your curiosity flares
at the sight. These sorts of packages
are appearing on doorsteps with
more and more frequency – sparking
further interest in shopping’s biggest
trend. The simple act of signing up for
a subscription box service and paying a
monthly fee promises regular delivery
of unique, useful products. Subscribers
receive a collection of deluxe samples
and full-size products delivered to the
comfort of their own home.
In the era of emails, computers and
smartphones, many rarely even use the
postal system anymore. Subscription
boxes have brought the excitement
and anticipation of looking forward to
an unexpected gift arriving by mail.
Not knowing exactly what you’re
receiving makes the process all the
more exciting. The biggest motivation
to sign up seems to be the convenience
and excitement of being exposed to
products we might never come across
in our busy, day-to-day lives.
Subscription box goodies range
from monthly deliveries of nail polish
to weekly meal prep and recipes to

FOOD/DRINK
BY ARIANE JAROCKI

pretty much everything in between.
Top-selling subscription boxes
like Stitchfix, Birchbox, Ipsy, Loot
Crate, Graze and Bark Box thrive on
their relationships with their clients.
Stitchfix – which delivers five clothing
choices per month – collects customers’ input so they can fill boxes with
choices they know their clients will
love. Many subscription companies’
offerings and interface are directly
driven by client reviews and input.
They tweak and improve customer
satisfaction by meeting preferences
based on client feedback.

Who doesn’t like
stress-free opportunities
to try new stuff?
Bringing new products wherever
you are, subscription boxes surpass
and supplant the experience of brickand-mortar shopping. Subscriber
Amy Gosler said she didn’t even
really need the products. But many
who didn’t initially realize they
wanted a mailbox full of goodies have
been persuaded by this convenient

and practically effortless way
to branch out from their own
comfort zones. Who doesn’t
like stress-free opportunities
to try new stuff? Now an
approximation of the browsing
and sampling experience at
stores can be delivered right
to our doorstep. Subscription
boxes simplify our lives while
allowing us to stretch our
consumptive boundaries from
the safety of our living room.
Finding a package of fascinating goodies on your doorstep
each month is the biggest selling
point for these subscription boxes.
Some subscription services have been
specifically geared toward that wow
factor. It’s about the excitement we
experience when freeing a package
from its wrapping and unearthing its
treasures. There’s a delicious suspense
when excavating inner prizes. One
Birchbox subscriber described the
experience as “like [getting] a present.”
Birchbox sends five to six different
cosmetic products each month. Joanna
Collier, another Birchbox subscriber,
says she appreciates trying new and
unfamiliar cosmetics brands – especially ones that may work better than
what she already uses.
Like any thriving industry, the
subscription box business has evolved
into a relatively cutthroat market. Most
services are either a sure hit or a miss,
and many companies simply can’t
compete in this fast-growing market.
Lots of companies are trying to
get on board by creating their own
exceptional subscription business, but
Stitchfix – Styling that’s customized
by your personal preferences and
budget. Monthly fee: Varies based
on which clothes you opt to keep.
stitchfix.com
Birchbox – An easier way to shop
different beauty brands and products.
Monthly fee: $10. birchbox.com
Ipsy – Delivery of beauty products
custom-picked for you. Monthly fee:
$10. ipsy.com
Loot Crate – A box of gamer and
geek stuff that rotates each week.
Monthly fee: $19.95. lootcrate.com
Graze – A simple way to explore
great-tasting, healthy snacks. Monthly
fee: $11.99. graze.com
Bark Box – A regular delivery of
treats and toys for your best, furry
friend. Monthly fee: $19. barkbox.com

L
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only so many products can be successfully sold and sent by mail. This
landscape generates a funnel effect
where many companies fall in, and
only a select few pass by the failure
whirlpool safely. Those that do make
it are usually well-recognized brands
that offer the best prices for their
products.
These companies also tend to receive
consistently positive reviews from
bloggers and YouTube reviewers.
To thrive, subscription companies
must receive glowing feedback from
highly opinionated writers reviewing their products. Blogger reviews
are the heart of the subscription
box-advertising model. A satisfied or
critical blog review can make or break
a box. Instead of relying on traditional advertisement, these companies
largely use bloggers to get the word
out. Social media connects the services
with their clients, creating an environment where they’re not just opening
a box all by themselves; they’re part
of a community – with hundreds or
thousands of others who received the
same box and products. These people
can enhance your “box” experience.
Shared allegiances to new products
can lead to feeling united by choice.
Clients can share their tastes and
opinions when providing feedback to
these companies.
If you’re thinking of signing up for a
subscription service – some of which
offer free trials – do your research
before committing. Subscription boxes
continue to gain popularity, and this
is one trend that doesn’t seem like it
will slow down anytime soon. The
market’s flush at the moment, so
consider gifting yourself or a loved
one with a box of surprises delivered
right to your/their home.
Zoe Burgett is an ABQ Free Press
editorial intern.

et’s begin with the most important Mexican/New
Mexican cuisine question: Does guacamole cost extra?
At Los Ortiz Tamale Kitchen (313 Gold SW), I’m happy
to report that the answer is no. With all-inclusive guac,
a solid menu, affordable prices, convenient hours and a
central location, Los Ortiz has the potential to become a
wildly popular Downtown lunch and late-night eatery. The
restaurant’s grand opening happened Aug. 6, and Los Ortiz
is off to a terrific start.
The revamp of the old Atomic Cantina space with vermilion paint achieves a warm, festive and inviting ambiance.
Open daily at 11 a.m., Los Ortiz stays open late – we’re
talking 3 a.m. – Thursdays through Saturdays. On Sundays,
the joint opens at 7 a.m. and closes at 9 p.m. Until recently,
Los Ortiz was a cash-only establishment, but their credit
card machine is now up and running.
On a recent visit, I ordered their two-tamale plate and
found myself pleasantly surprised. I opted for the Chicken
Mole and the Raja – that’s green chile and cheese for us
gringos – with Mexican rice and refried beans. Both rice
and beans featured the unexpected addition of tomatoes,
peppers and chiles.
On the Chicken Mole, I skipped the optional red or
Ariane Jarocki
green chile and ordered it topped with guacamole, crema
Los Ortiz’ Chicken Mole and Rajas tamales pose with beans, rice, guac and
and queso fresco. The mole’s complexity shined without
rice pudding.
overpowering the overall flavor. The lightly spicy aftertaste
rose to a crescendo toward the end of the tamale. The crema
the Southwest Salad – which blends mixed greens with
soothed my palate. Los Ortiz tamales boast a perfectly
grilled corn, crema, black beans, guacamole, cheese and pico
balanced ratio of meat and masa; after all, that’s the single
de gallo – or the Fresh Fruit Salad, a mix of fruit, candied
most important factor in the tamale equation. The masa was
walnuts and dried cranberries atop mixed greens.
moist and tender … but not too moist. As Goldilocks might
Stop in for a hearty, affordable meal, and complete your
say, “It was just right.”
repast with something sweet from their rotating dessert
For spice-seeking connoisseurs, I recommend the Rajas.
menu of Pan Dulce, Cheesecake, Muffins, Pastries and
I opted to have this tamale smothered in a blanket of green
Rice Pudding.
chile prior to the addition of guac, crema and queso. The
result was a hurts-so-good garlicky spice. Their
Horchata is the perfect way to soothe your
Los Ortiz Tamale Kitchen
overwhelmed taste buds.
315 Gold SW
Los Ortiz’ Chile Beans have an awesome
243-0670
flavor. As their menu expands, here’s hoping
Hours
that Frito pies make an appearance. Their
Monday – Wednesday: 11 a.m. to 9 p.m.
chile beans would shine in the context of that
Thursday – Saturday: 11 a.m. to 3 a.m.
quintessential Southwestern comfort food. If
Sunday: 7 a.m. to 9 p.m.
courtesy Los Ortiz Tamale Kitchen
you’re not feeling tamales, consider ordering

Canvas Emerges Onto Nob Hill Scene
BY ARIANE JAROCKI

B

rand-new Nob Hill eatery Canvas Artistry – Kitchen and Art Bar (3120 Central
SE) has flung open its doors, revealing a
chic contemporary-industrial ambiance. It’s
a perfect spot to imbibe works of alcoholic
art created by Canvas’ trained mixologists.
The remodeling that has gone into the old
Vivace space really is the chrysalis for this
Nob Hill butterfly. The space is now airy
and bright, accented by reclaimed wood.
The menu is inventive with new spins on
classics, such as Chipotle Marinated Shrimp
Tacos. The shrimp was juicy and tucked
into a fresh corn tortilla with roasted corn,
guacamole, and jicama slaw. I followed

that up with Salted Caramel Coconut Flan,
which has a great mouth feel even sans
milk. The restaurant is using 85 percent
locally sourced ingredients from Artisan
Farms. During the grand opening, an
excited crowd bustled in and started up
dinner conversation. I was lucky enough to
meet El Moisés, an artist featured on the
walls. Good music is provided by DJs, and
the building has been wired for multiple
set-ups to create a mutable space. Canvas
Artistry is open in the evenings during the
week, except Monday, and until late in the
evening on weekends. For more info, call
227-6999 or visit canvas-artistry.com.

Ariane Jarocki

Ariane Jarocki
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Sweet Spots: Icy Gems and (Tapioca) Pearls in ABQ
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BY ARIANE JAROCKI

Rustic Bubble Tea Cafe
800 Juan Tabo NE, 508-1813
Hours
Monday – Saturday: 11 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Sundays: Noon to 8 p.m.

R

ustic Bubble Tea Cafe may be the
new kid on the block, but this
upstart is giving established bubble tea
joints a run for their money. Bubble
tea, a Taiwanese concoction, is an excellent afternoon pick-me-up. Dreamed
into existence in the ‘80s, this drink/
snack combo hasn’t lost any momentum. Surprisingly, the “bubble” aspect
of the treat’s name doesn’t refer to the
boba – large tapioca pearls cooked in
sugar water – but instead references
the thick, viscous tea. When shaken, a
robust froth should form. Rather than
the original standard, boba is a more
recent addition to these drinks.
At Rustic, boba isn’t the only choice
for an add-on. Customers can also
choose popping flavor bubbles, a
variety of jellies, aloe vera and even
egg pudding. At Rustic, even the
flavors are fully customizable. The
lengthy drink menu can be daunting
for a first-timer, so here’s a primer on
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navigating their labyrinthine options
to select your ultimate drink.
Milk tea is the original bubble tea.
Typically, milk tea has a black tea
base with non-dairy creamer; fruit
flavors are a must, and add-ons are
also a tempting option. I recommend
the Thai Tea Milk Tea with Boba. It’s

based on the same blend used in
Thai iced tea, and the Ceylon base
is strongly brewed with flavors like
cardamom and tamarind. The inclusion
of sweetened condensed milk (a Thai
iced tea standard) lends the beverage
its characteristically sweet, leathery,
bourbon barrel flavor. The drink’s
naturally bright orange color is due to
the intense concentration of the tea.
Snowbubbles are milk teas that
are blended with ice. I suggest
giving the Taro Snowbubble a try.
Taro is a root vegetable akin to
the sweet potato. As weird as that
may sound, taro in beverage form
boasts a flavor I call “space Oreos.”
It’s cookies-and-cream-esque with
a hint of cinnamon. The drink’s
lavender coloring makes it particularly fun to consume.
If cream’s not your thing, align
yourself with Green Teas and Slushies. The Strawberry Green Tea with
Grass Jelly is an unexpected, refreshing combo. The strawberry imparts
sweet and tart, and the grass jelly
balances the seesaw of flavors. Grass
jelly is created with a grass from the
mint family and resembles wiggly
black cubes. The jelly’s astringent
quality is imbued with a lavender
essence that cuts through the tea’s
sweetness.

Philly’s N Fries
215 Phoenix NW, 268-2560
Hours
Tuesday – Saturday: 11 a.m. to 4 p.m.

W

alking into Philly’s N Fries, formerly known as Itsa Italian Ice,
feels like lunching with an old friend.
Time passes and everything changes
– a name change and new sign in
February – but the essence of Philly’s
N Fries remains the same. The quaint,
1950s-style restaurant welcomes you
with its familiar red, black and white
décor and the same smiling faces.
Adjusting to change is never easy,
but the eatery’s new name puts their
Philly cheese steaks in the limelight.
And the name change is a smart way
for passers-by to recognize the joint as
more than just an Italian ice shop.

I’m a big fan of their Philly cheese
steak, but on my latest visit, I indulged
in their ices. What’s Italian ice? It’s like
a crystalline Arctic cloud. Smoother
than a sno-cone, it’s processed like
ice cream. Frozen and mixed simultaneously, Italian ice is a mixture of
water, fruit purees and concentrates
and sugar. Philly’s offers a rainbow
of icy colors and flavors. Patrons can
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focus on one flavor or pair up two for
double the sensory experience. (This
option also allows the indecisive to
order more quickly.)
My gloriously uncertain order was
Tangerine and Cantaloupe ice. This
unconventional combination proved
uniquely refreshing. The tart citrus
punch of the tangerine was offset and
softened by the mellow melon flavor.
As for the cantaloupe itself, it tasted
like it was freshly harvested. A classic
‘50s carhop pairing is Cherry and Lime.
Philly’s N Fries’ Cherry is punchy and
fruity without an artificial syrup flavor.
The Lime is equally satisfying, but it’s
more subdued than biting directly into
a wedge of lime. The closest comparison I can conjure up is limeade.
If you’re craving something richer,
Italian ice can be layered with vanilla
ice cream to create a Gelati. When
you begin to feel the sugar high,
self-medicate with their Green Chile
Philly or a juicy diner-style Hamburger
topped with cheese and chile.

wanted:
Editorial interns with writing, reporting,
page layout and ad building experience.
Send your resume and statement of interest to

editor@freeabq.com
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ABeerQ: Philosophy Rules at Rio Bravo Brewing

BY EFRAIN VILLA

W

hen it comes to beer, Randy Baker likes to wax
poetic. During our conversation, he uses the terms
“local brewers” and “local heroes” interchangeably and
references “beer serendipity” on more than one occasion. Like a beer oracle, Randy comes alive when regaling
me with fables featuring breweries in faraway lands. As
he imparts wisdom, I resist a powerful urge to ask about
the sound of one stein clinking or whether a beer spilling
in the forest makes a sound when no one’s around to
facepalm.
The most interesting part about talking to Randy is his
penchant for asking existential questions that get to the
heart of the human condition – questions like, “Who out
there could resist good beer?” Who, indeed?
Randy and his wife Denise Baker are the proud owners
Rio Bravo Brewing Company
Rio Bravo Brewing Company
of the newly opened Rio Bravo Brewing Company (1912
Second Street NW). The 14,000 sq. ft. microbrewery and
From left, Rio Bravo Brewing’s sleek taproom awaits beer lovers, while the beers speak for themselves.
taproom is the newest beer temple erected in Albu“The local breweries have been really supportive, and we
of the brewing process as they imbibe the end product.
querque’s ever-expanding brewing pantheon. Rio Bravo
know their beers will be popular in our taproom.”
A 6,800 sq. ft. patio will be available soon so patrons
celebrated a soft opening on Aug. 13 at their location in
Randy has been brewing for 14 years, but he’s not
can soak up New Mexico’s famous sunshine. Randy says
the city’s Downtown brewery cluster. Although permittaking this project on without a helping hand from
ting and logistics setbacks delayed the opening by two
future plans include adding shuffleboard, cornhole bean
veteran brewers. Ty Levis, whose father founded the
months, Baker remains unfazed. “We had vendor strikes,
bag games and maybe even a ping-pong table. There’s
oldest brewery in New Mexico, Santa Fe Brewing Co.,
zoning issues, building issues and more setbacks than you
also room in the building for future growth, which may
has signed on as head brewer alongside John Seabrooks.
know what to do with,” Randy reveals. “But all’s well
include a kitchen expansion as well as packaging and
“As a home brewer, I’ve consumed a lot of good and
that ends well. We’re open for business and loving it.” A
distribution capacity.
grand opening is planned for Sept. 23.
bad beer. I have no doubt these guys – with their 50
“You know the opening scene from ‘Laverne &
For Randy, opening his own brewery was his destiny.
years of combined experience – will make amazing beer
Shirley’?” Randy asks.
“When we first started working on this, we got lots of
together,” he says.
“Absolutely,” I lie.
signs that we were doing things right,” he says. “Once
The brewery’s name is not based on a boulevard but
“That opening scene with all the bottles going by was alwe got the building – and noticed that the street number
rather a river. “We were originally thinking we would be
ways mesmerizing to me. Maybe someday we’ll have a place
is the same as the year New Mexico became a state – we
near Rio Bravo Boulevard, but the name had nothing to
where customers can see that happening at our brewery.” He
definitely knew we were on the right track to making
do with that. We were inspired by John Wayne’s movie
also hopes to host brewing classes, bachelor and bachelorette
something amazing happen.”
“Rio Bravo.” [That’s] another name for our Rio Grande
parties and even weddings. “After newlyweds brew some
As co-owners of an electrical contracting company, the
River, which flows to Mexico. We have so much trade
beer here, they might be able to print
Bakers know a thing or two about
with Mexico. Maybe someday our beer will flow down
their own customized labels with the
designing spaces. Randy says they
that way too.”
Rio Bravo Brewing Company
bride and groom’s pictures.”
took inspiration from the classic TV
A river of beer flowing all the way down to Mexico? Willy
Bottling will not occur at the
1912 Second Street NW
show “Cheers” and its namesake
Wonka’s wonders cannot compare. Godspeed, my friend!
brewery
for
some
time,
but
they
riobravobrewing.com
bar. Unlike Cheers, this barroom
currently have six original beers on
900-3909
features USB jacks for charging cell
When not running a consulting firm in Albuquerque, Efrain
tap and serve shandies (the house
phones and outlets for laptop and
Hours
is aimlessly gallivanting in exotic locations. Since he earned
hefeweizen mixed with watertablet users.
Monday – Thursday: Noon to 10 p.m.
an MBA from Anderson School of Management-UNM, his
melon, lemonade and hibiscus or
Large windows in the taproom look
resume includes acting, selling his body to science and marlavender tea). “We will, of course,
Friday – Saturday: Noon to 11 p.m.
out onto the brewery so customers
keting vaginal cream for a pharmaceutical company. Reach
be featuring beer from other
Sunday
–
Noon
to
9
p.m.
can marvel at the inner workings
him at aimlessvagabond.com
breweries in town,” Randy says.
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Standing Room Only: ‘Vicious,’ ‘Difficult People’ Have Hearts, Too
BY HUGH ELLIOTT

W

insular. They’re less about fame
e have all chosen our
Internet Persona. It’s the
and more about the annoyances
one you step into when you
of one’s partner. With its studio
use social media like Facebook,
set and laugh track, the show
Twitter, Instagram, etc. Mine is
is old-fashioned and theatrical.
best described as Clever Gay. If
McKellen plays aging actor
I were to make a dull, earnest
Freddie Thornhill who’s half of
post on Facebook about being a
a long-lived couple with Stuart
Birther, people would immediBixby (Derek Jacobi). Freddie is
ately comment asking if I was
okay and wondering if I’d been
constantly performing. All his
hacked. People have an expectaworld’s a stage, and his barbs
tion of the Clever Gay character
are delivered sotto voce or as
I’ve manifested online, and they
pointed asides. One can’t help
know when something’s off. No
but be impressed by how skillmatter how you are IRL, your
fully Freddie works his lines and
Internet Persona is the easy,
mannerisms. As Stuart, Jacobi
comfortable online voice you
stands shoulder to shoulder with
naturally adopt.
One persona I’ve noticed
McKellen, delivering his own
around the Internet more lately
veiled insults in a constant battle
is Anger Grouch. Anger Grouch
to bring his lover down to Earth.
is over everything. In fact the
Courtesy of Hulu
McKellen is most renowned
phrase “Over it” could be their
as
Gandalf from “The Lord of
motto, along with “I can’t even.”
the Rings” franchise. The whole
Stream “Difficult People”
Concise, Twitter-worthy posts
show is a fantasy film dream
anytime on Hulu.
and comments regularly include
cast. Supporting actor Frances de
“I hate the world” and “I’m
“Vicious” airs Sundays at
moving to [insert foreign but
la Tour played Madame Olympe
9:30 p.m. on PBS.
comfortable place here].” Of
Maxime in a Harry Potter film.
course they never move. I have
Another cast member, Iwan
accosted bystanders in NYC,
dear friends who embrace the Anger
braying questions in their
Rheon, portrays the evil Ramsay
Grouch persona. We all know this
face. It can be a funny bit
Bolton on “Game of Thrones.” In
person. You might even be an Anger
but a lot of its comedic suc“Vicious,” Rheon plays young,
Grouch. On some level, I understand
cess depends on his manic
straight neighbor Ash Weston,
why this particular voice appeals to
energy startling passersby
who Freddie and Stuart take
people. It cultivates an aura of urbanity
before barreling off to his
and independent scrappiness. Anger
under their wing. They’re all
next victim. Take away that
Grouches are so jaded by the cruelty
equally brilliant at comedy.
urgency on a sitcom like
and stupidity of other people – mostly
The snide quips on “Vicious”
“Difficult People,” and his
stupidity – that it takes a Herculean
can
be seen as a generational
shtick reads as less biting
effort to soldier on.
artifact, recalling an era when
and more petulant.
Two current comedies address
His
partner
in
crime
such cattiness was a way to cover
the Anger Grouch head on. Hulu’s
Courtesy of PBS
Julie Klausner also revels
hidden sexual persuasions. But
“Difficult People,” starring Billy
in Anger Grouch. Women
From top, On “Difficult People,” Billy and Julie can’t even. In “Vicious,”
it was also a way to covertly
Eichner and Julie Klausner, tackles the
insult comics typically have Freddie (Ian McKellen) and Stuart (Derek Jacobi) prove that love and
younger subset while BBC comedy
communicate affection, parsarcasm go hand in hand.
a harder time of it, being
“Vicious,” starring the legendary Ian
ticularly with those you loved.
forced to deal with accusaMcKellen and Derek Jacobi, recently
In “Vicious,” a fabulous old
tions of shrillness or being a
began its second season on PBS. Both
These plot distractions are largely
couple snipes at each other over
Mean Girl. Unlike Eichner’s character
shows are about couples who apignored, and the bulk of the show is
who should die first, but ultimately
Billy Epstein, Klausner’s portrayal
proach the world from behind shields
simply rapid-fire convo between the
clasp hands, knowing that being apart
of
Julie
Kessler
is
grounded
by
an
of barbed insults. The shows’ differing
two. They pummel the viewer with
apartment
and
a
boyfriend,
Arthur
would be worse. Such displays of
approaches belie how generational
punchlines. The snark takes aim at ceTack (the calming James Urbaniak),
and technological differences shape
affection are heartwarming and unexlebrities and popular culture, but don’t
two things Billy lacks. Julie writes a
these Anger Grouches.
pected. And while “Difficult People”
worry if you miss a reference; another
blog that recaps TV shows, and Billy
Billy Eichner has managed to build
may revel in the occasional one-liner
round, or two, or three, are guaranteed
is apparently the worst waiter in
an impressive career wholly based
that hits its mark, it’s impossible not to
to follow. If Twitter and Snapchat had
NYC. They both half-heartedly pursue
on this persona. With his bulldog jaw
love the Anger Grouch with a heart.
twins who babbled constantly in their
comedy careers. We are repeatedly
and permanent scowl, he resembles
own private language, it would be
reminded that they’re funny, and
a taller version of the old man from
Hugh Elliott is an artist and writer
Billy and Julie. It’s a lot.
they certainly make each other laugh.
2009 Pixar comedy “Up.” Eichner
living in California. Find him on
“Vicious”
also
wields
a
sharp
stick
When
we
finally
see
them
perform
became known for his series “Billy
for poking but the jokes here are more
onstage, they bomb.
On The Street” where he aggressively
Twitter @wehogayman.
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COMING SOON

by Brando’s own recordings of himself
in various states of ecstatic delirium,
businesslike formality and unbounded
genius. Curated to reveal a multitude of
aspects, Listen to Me Marlon is a mustsee for Brando fans and cinephiles alike.
95 minutes. Unrated

THE PERFECT GUY

MR. HOLMES

BY SAMANTHA ANNE CARRILLO

Comely lobbyist Leah Vaughn (played
by Sanaa Lathan, “Contagion”) starts a
hot and heavy romance with IT specialist
Carter Duncan (played by Michael Ealy,
“Barbershop”). Then her former boyfriend Dave (played by Morris Chesnutt,
“Boyz n the Hood”) returns, and she
finds herself with a dualistic scenario, in
which either Carter or Dave is stalking
her and setting her up at work. Pro-tip:
If anybody ever secretly sleeps under
your bed, the correct response is “Bye,
Felicia.” 120 minutes. Rated PG-13
(Opens Sept. 11)

THE VISIT
M. Night Shyamalan is back, and he’s
bringing a grandparent horror film with
him. We have two vulnerable grandchildren, a shed, two thoroughly creepy
elders, Doris Jamison (Deanna Dunagan)
and John Jamison (Peter McRobbie.)
The grandchildren are warned not to
venture outside their rooms after 9:30
p.m. When their curiosity gets the better
of them, they stumble on Grandma
doing her next-level “Exorcist” exercise
routines. Some of Shyamalan’s fan base
has struggled with his more experimental features of late, but “The Visit”
seems poised to win back a lot of critics
and uberfans. 94 minutes. Rated PG-13
(Opens Sept. 11)

STILL PLAYING
AMERICAN ULTRA
Director Nima Nourizadeh’s mash-up of
flannel-clad stoner comedy and welldressed, high-tech espionage film finds
convenience store clerk/sleeper agent
Mike (Jesse Eisenberg, “Zombieland”)
preparing to propose to longtime
girlfriend Phoebe (Kristen Stewart,
Twilight series). The script is clearly
as informed by Hollywood marketing
as by author Max Landis. When the
sleeper awakens, think “Pleasureland”
meets “The Manchurian Candidate.” 95
minutes. Rated R

AMNESIAC
Was the 1990 filmic adaptation of Stephen King’s novel “Misery” too nuanced
for your discerning taste in obsession
and torture-themed movies? If so, Michael Polish’s “Amnesiac” is your dream
come true. Featuring Polish’s wife Kate
Bosworth as “Woman” and rising horror
star Wes Bentley as “Man,” there’s no
subtlety to speak of. Can Bosworth sum-

The Perfect Guy

mon Kathy Bates-with-a-sledgehammer
gravitas? There’s only one way to find
out. 90 minutes. Unrated

AMY
Chanteuse Amy Winehouse was born,
she lived and she died. In between days,
her prodigious talent as a singer became
apparent. As she began to explore her
gifts, addiction descended like a hurricane. Asif Kapadia’s documentary relies
heavily on archival recordings of Amy
on Amy. Like the lady herself, the result
is astonishingly beautiful and ultimately
tragic. 128 minutes. Rated R

THE END OF THE TOUR
Jason Segel (“How I Met Your Mother”)
channels late author David Foster
Wallace in this dramatic portrait of
the all-too-brief life of a tragic literary
figure. Wallace’s conversations with
“Rolling Stone” reporter David Lipsky
(Jesse Eisenberg, “Zombieland”) frames
discourses on joy, growth and illumination while also portending darkness.
Adapted from Lipsky’s memoir, Donald
Margulies’ script ably assists Segel and
Eisenberg’s naturalistic portrayal of
writers authentically encountering the
world in studied vignettes. 106 minutes.
Rated R

HITMAN: AGENT 47
This film is an adaptation of a video
game called “Hitman” that’s all about
killing. The cinematic adaptation
“Hitman: Agent 47” calls on the game’s
virtually anonymous characters, vaguely
rendered criminal syndicates and a
loose plot that’s centered around –you
guessed it – murder. Bringing this movie
to the silver screen was an attempt to
further degrade the moral fabric of
America. That’s a bad joke but this is
an even worse film. Star Rupert Friend
(“Pride & Prejudice”) doesn’t help
matters by playing the titular role with a
wan nonchalance. 96 minutes. Rated R

INSIDE OUT
Pixar creates an authentically human simulacrum of the real world. It exists in the
mind of a distraught adolescent named

Screen Gems

Riley. Emotions are personified, just like
they sometimes are here on Earth. Joy
(Amy Poehler) smiles beatifically. Disgust
(Mindy Kaling) rolls her eyes at something
Anger (Lewis Black) says. When onscreen
and anthropomorphic, sentiment proves
unexpectedly compelling. Take note, “real
world.” 94 minutes. Rated PG

LISTEN TO ME MARLON
The enigma of American icon Marlon
Brando – his life, his work and his
intense love affair with acting – proves
cinematic treasure for documentary
filmmaker Stevan Riley. Riley’s “Listen
to Me Marlon” chronicles the artist’s life
in all its complexity and chaos. Created
in conjuction with Brando’s estate, this
is a filmic love letter that’s nuanced

More recently acquainted with Robert
Downey, Jr.’s brand of methodical,
substance-abusing detective? This is
altogether different but succeeds on its
terms. Sherlock Holmes (Ian McKellen)
spends his golden years solving mysteries,
especially those that confounded him the
first time around. Surprise! The master
sleuth refuses to retire, instead revisiting
a perplexing case from the past. Laura
Linney costars. 104 minutes. Rated PG

NO ESCAPE
Some folks prefer him either a wacky
comedic genius or a member of a
cerebral ensemble of artistes attached
to Wes Anderson’s aesthetic vision.
But “No Escape” gives theatergoers an
opportunity to witness Owen Wilson as
family man-turned-postmodern action
hero Jack Dwyer. Jack and his family
find themselves in unfriendly territory
in Southeast Asia. There are no hilarious
revelations or poetic epiphanies here.
Instead, expect hot lead and narrow
misses as the Dwyers make their escape.
103 minutes. Rated R
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Within Range: The M. Brianna Stallings Edition

MUSIC

Leeches of Lore, ABQ’s most
indescribably awesome rawk
trio, is so stoked for the release
of new album “Motel of Infinity”
that they’ve devoted two nights
to their release party at Sister
(407 Central NW). Founded in
2007 by singer, songwriter and
guitarist Steve Hammond, and
featuring multi-instrumentalist Noah
Wolters (bass, organ, piano, and vocals)
and drummer Andy Lutz, Leeches of Lore
was one of the most popular groups on the 505 scene
before Hammond took a brief hiatus to Jalisco in 2012.
The band reformed a year later and has been rockin’
the socks off of audiences far and wide ever since.
Listeners can make themselves dizzy pegging down
the LOL sound, which ranges from stoner metal, prog
rock, doom country, experimental folk, noise and
psychedelic surf ... sometimes all in one track.
In under a year, Leeches of Lore can go from
covering all of Alice Cooper’s “Love It to Death”
for a live Halloween set to releasing a limited
edition cassette of trucker song covers. The band’s
free release party on Friday, Sept. 18, and Saturday,
Sept. 19 features two nights of music and terrific
special guests. Friday’s show starts at 8 p.m. and
features The Leeches of Lorchestra Big Band with
guests Lionhead Bunny and Bloom (Hammond’s
brother’s band from Kansas). And starting at 9 p.m.
on Saturday, Leeches of Lore presents “Motel of
Infinity” and their special edition Kickstarter EP live
in their entirety. Saturday’s special guests? Album
engineer Toshi Kasai (Melvins, Tool, Foo Fighters,
Willie Nelson) as well as Raven Chacon and DJ
Rygar. Visit sisterthebar.com to learn more.

Psyched-out garage
Equally eclectic Cali band Thee Oh Sees hits up
Burque and Launchpad for the second time this
year on Thursday, Sept. 25. The band last played
the venue in May. Straight outta San Francisco, John
Dwyer founded Thee Oh Sees as an experimental
outfit in ‘97. Since then, they’ve had songs featured
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Creative Autonomy: Lætitia Sadier Talks Life After Stereolab
BY SAMANTHA ANNE CARRILLO

BY M. BRIANNA STALLINGS

Badass twang & thrash

MUSIC

on the video game “Grand Theft
Auto V” and iconic ABQ-based
AMC drama “Breaking Bad.”
They startled fans in 2013 by
announcing a hiatus at the end
of a live December show, but the
group quickly reformed. These
days, Thee Oh Sees give audiences a raucous, sweaty night of
psych-garage punk rock.
Their latest album “Mutilators
Defeated at Last” came out just a
week after their last Albuquerque gig.
Released just a year after the mind-blowing “Drop,”
“Mutilators” received widespread critical acclaim
and further cemented Dwyer’s reputation as an
astonishingly prolific musician. Catch the Thee
Oh Sees at Launchpad (618 Central SW) with local
psych rockers Canyonlands and Train Conductor.
Doors open at 8 p.m. for this 21+ show on Thursday,
and the show kicks off at 9:30 p.m. Advance tickets
are available online at holdmyticket.com for $12.

Worlds apart, together
All the world’s a stage at the 11th Annual ¡Globalquerque! Festival on Friday Sept. 25, and Saturday
Sept. 26, at the National Hispanic Cultural Center
(1701 Fourth SW). Presented by the NHCC, AMP
Concerts and Avokado Artists, this yearly two-day
celebration of world music and culture has been
offering a breathtaking assortment of programming
since beginning as a one-night concert in 2005.
Featured artists on Friday’s bill include Joy Harjo
(Mvskoke Nation); Otava Yo (Russian Federation);
and Nano Stern (Chile). Saturday’s lineup includes
Kassé Mady Diabaté (Mali); Alejandro Escovedo
(Texas, USA); and Jah9 (Jamaica). See the complete
roster at globalquerque.org.
Performances take place on three NHCC stages,
the Fountain Courtyard and the Plaza Mayor. The
grounds open at 4 p.m., and performances start
between 6 and 6:20 p.m. both days. Tickets are
available for each day of the festival or as two-day
passes. Advance tickets are available through Sept.
24. Advance ticket prices are: adult two-day pass

$59, one-day tickets (Fri. or Sat.) $37 per day; and
children (ages 15 and under) $30, one-day tickets
$19 per day. Days-of-show prices are: adult two-day
pass $69, one-day tickets (Fri. or Sat.) $42 per day;
and children (ages 15 and under) $35, one-day
tickets $21 per day. Kids five and under get in free
both days. Tickets are available via NHCC Box Office at 724-4771 or online at globalquerque.org. Free
day programming, including workshops on music
and folklore, crafts and live performances, is on offer
Saturday for families and adults.

Bienvenidos, Foo Fighters!
On Sunday, Sept. 27, the Isleta Amphitheater (5601
University SE) presents multi-platinum selling band
Foo Fighters with opening hardcore act Rise Against.
Four-time Grammy winners for Best Rock Album,
Foo Fighters tour to support their latest global
chart-topper “Sonic Highways,” which was produced in eight different cities across the US. “Sonic
Highways” is an accompanying soundtrack to the
2014 HBO miniseries of the same name, directed by
Foo Fighters founder/frontman Dave Grohl. Each
episode featured interviews with artists who also
recorded at the respective studios where “Sonic
Highways” was made. Among them were country
legend Dolly Parton, Ian MacKaye (Fugazi, Minor
Threat), Nancy Wilson (Heart), Rick Nielsen (Cheap
Trick) and Zac Brown.
Grohl founded Foo Fighters in 1994 when his
gig as Nirvana drummer ended abruptly after the
death of Kurt Cobain. Since then, Grohl portrayed
Satan in 2006 cult film “Tenacious D in the Pick of
Destiny;” kissed and made up with Courtney Love
at Nirvana’s 2014 induction into the Rock n’ Roll
Hall of Fame; played as the last musical act on the
final episode of “Late Show with David Letterman”;
kept performing after breaking his leg during a
show in Sweden; and rickrolled hatemongers from
the Westboro Baptist Church who were protesting at
one of their concerts. Visit isletaamphitheater.net for
tickets prices and seating options.
M. Brianna Stallings writes so you don’t have to.
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F

rench chanteuse and revolutionary
Lætitia Sadier was born on May 6,
1968. Best known as primary lyricist/
vocalist for iconic ‘90s avant-pop band
Stereolab, she has also quested for
two decades to divine her own sound.
To put that in context, Sadier was
actively creating solo work as Monade
for 14 years before Stereolab went on
indefinite hiatus in 2009.
Sadier was born in France amid the
legendary May ‘68 Situationist-inspired
demonstrations and subsequent revolt
in Paris. Whether fated or not, Sadier
found herself drawn to Situationist
and post-Marxist thought and methodologies. Sadier took time out of her
busy, pre-tour schedule to respond to
inquiries made by ABQ Free Press.
ABQ Free Press: Since Stereolab’s 2009
hiatus, you’ve released three fulllength solo albums under your own
name. Your solo-driven project Monade
produced a three-album vision from
1995 to 2009. What attracts you to solo
work over a collective model?

I have and the six albums I have made.
It is a wonderful journey, and I am still
working on shifting the attention over
to my work or even bringing in new
people who may never have heard of
“the lab” to hear and listen to my music.
Surveying your body of work, you
seem to gravitate toward creative
autonomy. Yet notable lyrical collaborations include Blur, Luna, Mouse on
Mars, Common and Tyler, the Creator.
What inspires you to enter into these
partnerships?
Autonomy can be a collective matter.
One can reach autonomy by associating
oneself with others. All these people
simply have asked me if I would participate in their project and lured me in
with the good music they were making
for me. And that’s all it takes – if I like a
piece of music and feel I can contribute,
I am likely to enter the project. Giorgio
Tuma’s collaborations [on Elefant
Records in 2013 and 2015] were some
of my favorites.

You’ve noted that lyrics have apLætitia Sadier: I have been recording
proached you in dreams. Those lyrics
apart from Stereolab since 1995, for
exemplify the notion of
the simple reason that
the personal as political
there were songs of
Lætitia Sadier
and innately revolutionmine which I wanted
with Deradoorian and
ary. You’ve mentioned
to express. They were
Reighnbeau
being influenced by Guy
knocking on my door
Sunday, Sept. 20 at 8 p.m.
Debord’s “The Society of
at night, saying they
Sister
the Spectacle.” Where
wanted to come out into
407 Central NW
would you situate youra more tangible reality
21+ / $10
self on the Surrealist/
and be released from
sisterthebar.com
Situationist spectrum?
the dream state. The
demand was so stark that
Both these groups have articulated and
I had to give in and start writing and
even institutionalized certain phenomrecording – and at some point, even
enon that I feel, hear, see, think, as do
releasing onto albums the product of
many other people, so it was natural
such undertakings.
for me to gravitate towards them. But
more precisely, I am a big fan of the
Your latest full-length, 2014’s “Somework and thought of a Greek man
thing Shines,” blends avant-pop
named Cornelius Castoriadis [1923sensibilities with your trademark
1992]. He more represents and has
potent political lyrics and inimitable
shaped my thoughts more accurately.
vocals. As the primary vocalist/lyricist
Being more positive and less dramatic
for Stereolab, your interests (the
about humans, he therefore was less
spectacle, authenticity, emotion) and
publicized than [Andre] Breton or
ideologies (post-Marxist, antiwar)
Debord. It seems to be how it is in the
informed Stereolab’s identity. Has it
world of philosophy: the more you tend
been difficult to shift public perception
towards the light, the less likely you are
over to your current work?
to have a big name.
You sum my work up here with a
My own interest in Debord led me to
precision that is rarely achieved. Thank
Raoul Vaneigem’s “The Revolution of
you. Indeed I am not getting the kind
Everyday Life.” One of my favorite
of attention Stereolab enjoyed 10 or
quotes from that work is: “People who
15 years ago. And that has given me
talk about revolution and class struggle
time to grow and find my own voice,
without referring explicitly to everyday
so I haven’t suffered from being met
life, without understanding what is
with less intensity. The adventure is very
subversive about love and what is posiexciting, and I am happy with the band

DavidThayer

Lætitia Sadier

tive in the refusal of constraints, such
people have a corpse in their mouth.”
Can you identify with that quote?
Alas I can connect to this quote. In
France, we have a major example of
revolution turning to butchery and
revenge slaughter. The ones who led
the revolution were Professional Revolutionaries, who thought the People

were Great. Except that they didn’t care
about the people’s needs for a roof
over their heads, food on their plate
and education for their children. All
that was just petty details in the eyes
of the big important revolution they
were carrying out by the book. Those
Revolutionaries definitely had many a
corpse in their mouth.
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Bugman: How Not to Contract Plague

DEFINITIVE DOZEN

BY RICHARD ‘BUGMAN’ FAGERLUND
Q: The plague has been on the news
a lot. What’s the best way not to
catch plague?

A:

New Mexico has a high rate of
plague cases. One cause of plague
is the use of rodenticides. Rodenticides
should never be used for rodents that
carry fleas that are possible plague vectors. When a poisoned rodent dies, its
body cools, and any resident fleas flee
the animal in search of another food
source. On private property, dogs and
cats can pick up fleas; if a rodent dies
in or near a home, humans are a likely
flea host. In short, any rodent that’s a
possible carrier of plague fleas should
only be controlled by trapping.
Here in New Mexico, there are five
species of pack rat (Neotoma spp.) and
nine species of deer mouse (Peromyscus
spp.). This group includes the whitefooted mouse. There are approximately
110 species of fleas in New Mexico,
and about a third of them are possible
plague vectors. Although many species
are potential disease vectors, most
rarely carry it. However one flea species,
Oropsylla montanus, is a common vector
of the plague. There are 34 species

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 12
of fleas that feed on pack rats and 36
species of fleas that feed on the various
species of deer mice, and dangerous flea
Oropsylla montanus has been found on
both groups of rodents.
So how can you prevent yourself,
your family and your pets from getting
plague fleas? Do not allow your domestic animals to chase or catch any wild
animal. Although plague fleas have only
been documented on the animals listed
above, they can certainly occur on other
animals. If ground squirrels nest in your
yard, their burrows will be infested by
plague fleas. I recommend dusting the
burrows with food-grade diatomaceous
earth, which will kill the fleas without
harming the squirrels. If you have pack
rats, remove their nests (middens) as
they will contain fleas as well as ticks,
mites and kissing bugs (which aren’t as
friendly as they sound). Discourage pack
rats from living near your home. If you
find a dead animal, do not touch it as
any resident fleas will quickly disembark.
Now hear this: Prairie dogs do not
carry plague fleas. When they do get
fleas that are a vector of plague, they
die. If a colony of prairie dogs appears
healthy, it’s safe to assume they are not

carrying plague fleas. Other animals that
carry the fleas are resistant to plague.
If your exterminator wants to use
rodenticides, just say no. If the company
won’t trap and remove the animals, call
another company.
So how can you keep mice and other
rodents out of your home or business?
Discourage rodents from entering garages, sheds or barns by keeping water,
food and nesting materials and harborage areas inaccessible – especially within
100 feet of occupied buildings. Repair
all holes that could allow rodents entry.
Open up doors and windows before
cleaning areas where rodents have lived.
Run an electric fan for 30 minutes to an
hour to clear out dust. Leave these areas
while the fan is running. Disinfect areas
where you have seen rodents or their
droppings. General-purpose disinfectants
will kill the plague virus. A DIY mixture
– three tablespoons of household bleach
in a gallon of water – can also be used.
Spray the area with disinfectant and mop
rather than sweeping or vacuuming. The
wetter the area is the better, as dampness keeps the dust down. Mice territories rarely extend farther than 30 feet
from the nest; more often, the distance

is around 10 feet. If mice are spotted in a
building, that means there are numerous,
discrete locations where you must set
traps. When using live traps, oatmeal is
an effective bait. On snap traps, a piece
of Slim Jim [sausage] is irresistible to
mice. It’s a much more effective lure than
cheese or peanut butter. When a mouse
gets caught in a snap trap, spray it down
with disinfectant and wrap it in plastic
before disposing.
If mice or other rodents are getting
under the hood of your vehicle and
chewing on wires, you should read this.
The best – and only – way I know to
prevent automobile infestation follows:
Soak some cotton balls in peppermint
essential oil, and place them in little
paper cups under the hood, especially
near wiring. Rodents won’t go where it
smells like peppermint. It’s a respectively
more effective and nontoxic option than
traps or rodenticides.

Richard “Bugman” Fagerlund is an
Earth-friendly pest consultant. Email pest
questions to askthebugman2013@gmail.
com, and visit askthebugman.com to learn
more about nontoxic pest solutions or join
the Bug Club.

DUKE CITY BINGO
We play bingo EVERY DAY and EVERY NIGHT
CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED

ATM

EXTENDED PARKING • SECURITY OFFICERS • ALL AGES CAN PLAY • CLEAN BUILDING • SMOKING/NON-SMOKING AVAILABLE

HIGH-DEFINITION
MONITORS

CALENDAr

PACKS FOR ANY
BUDGET OR
FAMILY BUDGET

WE PAY UP TO
$300,000 MONTHLY IN
“CASH PRIZES”

ALL PROCEEDS GO
BACK TO SUPPORT
LOCAL NON-PROFITS

Fairs, Festivals & Fiestas:
OFFCenter Folk Art Festival

7 pm, Distillery 365, 2921 Stanford Dr NE,
221-6281, distillery365.com

10 am, Robinson Park, 8th St NW,
offcenterarts.org

• DOORS OPEN AT 11am

• TWO $1000 COVER ALLS EACH DAY
• DAY SESSION STARTS AT 12:30pm, NIGHT AT 7pm

DUKECITYBINGO.NET • 505.293.5676 • 11342 LEXINGTON NE, ABQ NM 87123

Museums: 3rd Thursday:
Psychedelic Art
5 pm, Free, Albuquerque Museum of Art &
History, 2000 Mountain Rd NW, 242-4600,
cabq.gov/museum

SEPTEMBER 19-20
10 Fairs, Festivals & Fiestas: Santa Fe
Renaissance Fair

10 am, Rancho de las Golondrinas, 334 Los
Pinos Rd, Santa Fe, 471-2261, sfrenfair.org

SEPTEMBER 18-20

SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 20

6 Performances:
The Book of Mormon

11 Talks: Real Housewives of the
Santa Fe Trail: Dr. Alice Anne
Thompson

Albuquerque’s Latino Film Festival

2 pm, Sandoval County Historical Society
Museum (DeLavy House),
Hwy 550 & Edmond Rd, Bernalillo,
771-9493, kuaua.com

Instituto Cervantes, 1701 4th St SW,
724-4777, cinemagnifico.com

OPENING SEPTEMBER 21

7 Screens: ¡Cine Magnifico!
3 SEPTEMBER 12-13

Screens: Grave of the Fireflies

SEPTEMBER 9-13
The Jam Spot
239 San Pedro NE
440-2600, jamspotabqnm@gmail.com
September 9, Road to the Red Carpet
feat Feud of Temptation, tickets: 263-1913
September 11, Burn My Halo,
Heartist, Courage My Love
September 13, Page 9, Sweet Ascent,
Friendship Family Dudes

SEPTEMBER 9-20
Sister Bar

September 15, Turquoise Jeep,
Kron Jeremy, DJ Wae Fonkey
September 16, Revocation, Cannabis
Corpse, Archspire
September 17, Hippie Sabotage, Useless G, Onder
September 19, Four Year Strong,
Defeater, Expire
September 19, Metalachi
September 20, My Life with The Thrill
Kill Kult
September 23, Chelsea Wolfe,
Wovenhand
September 24, Thee Oh Sees,
Canyonlands, Train Conductor

407 Central Ave SW, 242-4900
sisterthebar.com
September 9, Grooms, Time Wound,
Brides
September 10, Lil Debbie, The Krown,
Jungle Ghetty, DJ Clout
September 11, TNR Anniversary
featuring Aceyalone
September 12, Baracutanga CD
Release
September 17, Low Life Vids ’n’ Vinyl
September 18-19, Leeches of Lore
Record Release
September 20, Laetitia Sadier,
Deradoorian

Low Spirits

SEPTEMBER 9-24

111 Marble Ave NW, 243-2739
marblebrewery.com
September 10, Surf Lords
September 12, Dorian Vibe
September 17, Kyle Martin
September 24, D Numbers

The Dirty Bourbon
9800 Montgomery Blvd NW
296-2726, dirtybourbon.com
September 9, Live Band Karaoke
September 10-12, Zach Coffey
September 16, Live Band Karaoke
September 17-19, River Road
September 23, Live Band Karaoke
September 24, Tyler Stephens
618 Central Ave SW, 764-8887,
launchpadrocks.com
September 9, Nicki Bluhm and the
Gramblers
September 10, Banditz Lordz,
Kron Jeremy, Epic, Reno
September 11, Subrosa, Black Maria,
The Ditch and The Delta
September 12, Gordyfest!!
September 13, Moon Honey,
Megafauna, Train Conductor

12 Outdoors: Fiesta of Flowers

September 11, 9 pm, Karaoke
September 12, 9 pm, Karaoke
September 18, 6 pm, Kookie Jones
Band
September 19, 9 pm, Karaoke

MUSIC

Sneakerz Sports Grille
4100 San Mateo Blvd NE, 837-1708
sneakerzsportsbar.com
September 11, 6 pm, Secret 7

7:30 pm, The Range Café
925 Camino del Pueblo, Bernalillo
857-1700, rangecafe.com

SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 13
Buckarettes & JeeZLaWeeZ

Dakhabrakha

Part of Party on the Patio
6 pm, Pueblo Harvest Café
2401 12th St NW, 724-3510
indianpueblo.com/puebloharvestcafe

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 11

Part of Party of the Patio
6 pm, Pueblo Harvest Café
2401 12th St NW, 724-3510
indianpueblo.org

SEPTEMBER 11-19

Zink and The Oxides

Chava & Paid My Dues

SEPTEMBER 10-24

3009 Central Ave NE, 254-9462,
zincabq.com
September 10, Copper & Congress
September 12, Drastic Andrew
September 13, Ambrose Rivera
September 15, Sissy Brown &
Rabbit Wolf
September 19, The Haptics
September 20, Jack Hansen
September 24, Von Strantz

Email even
t info,
including
event nam
e,
date, time
, address a
nd
contact ph
one numb
er
or website
, to
calendar@
free
one month abq.com
in advance
of publica
tion.

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 10

The Black Lillies

Zinc Cellar Bar

ABQ Free
Press
calendar

7 pm, Arte de Placitas, 221 Hwy 165,
Placitas, 867-5383, artedeplacitas.com

2823 2nd St NW, 344-9555
lowspiritslive.com
September 9, Hopeless Jack,
Cowboys and Indian
September 13, The Black Lillies
September 15, Beard, Snailmate,
Adrian and the Sickness
September 17, Dirty Brown Jug Band,
No Dry County
September 23, Ben Miller Band
September 24, Radio La Chusma,
Rebecca Arscott and One Heart Fyah

Marble Brewery

e vent

9 am, All of ABQ BioPark, 764-6200,
abqbiopark.com

The Guild Cinema, 3405 Central Ave NE,
255-1848; guildcinema.com

CLUBS & PUBS

in the

5:30 pm, National Hispanic Cultural Center,
1701 4th St SW, nmjacl.org

Popejoy Hall, UNM Main Campus,
203 Cornell Drive NE, 925-5858,
popejoypresents.com

Launchpad

• EACH SPEEDY PAYS $100

9 Fundraisers: Art Event & Musical
Evening presented by New Mexico
Japanese American Citizens League

5 THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 17

Noon, Madrid, NM, gypsyfestival.org

List you r

7 pm, Tractor Brewing – Wells Park,
1800 4th St NW, getplowed.com

365: Christopher McAfee

2 Fairs, Festivals & Fiestas: 13th
Annual Madrid Gypsy Festival

8 SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 19

Performances: Danger Carnival

4 SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 13

1 Artspree: Art Show at Distillery
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7 pm, Taos Mesa Brewing
20 ABC Mesa Rd, El Prado
(575) 758-1900, taosmesabrewing.com

Dakhabrakha

7:30 pm, Skylight
139 W San Francisco St, Santa Fe,
ampconcerts.org

Eryn Bent
3 pm, Corrales Bistro Brewery
4908 Corrales Rd, Corrales, 897-1036,
cbbistro.com

Mexican Extravaganza
4 pm, New Mexico State Fair
300 San Pedro, unmtickets.com

7:30 pm, National Hispanic Cultural
Center, 1701 4th St SW, 724-4771,
nhccnm.org

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 14

Madeon

8 pm, Sunshine Theater
120 Central Ave SW, 764-0249
sunshinetheaterlive.com

9 pm, El Rey Theater
622 Central Ave SW, elreyabq.com

Nosotros

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 12
American English — A Tribute
to the Beatles
8 pm, Isleta Casino, 5601 University
Blvd SE, 452-5100, isleta.com

Joe Krown Trio
7 pm, Taos Mesa Brewing
20 ABC Mesa Rd, El Prado
(575) 758-1900, taosmesabrewing.com

Los Lonely Boys with
PRCA Xtreme Bulls
Part of NM State Fair
7 pm, Expo New Mexico
300 San Pedro Dr NE, 222-9700,
exponm.com

The Neighbourhood,
Bad Suns, Hunny

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 17
Counting Crows
6:30 pm, The Downs of Santa Fe
27475 W Frontage Rd, Santa Fe
ampconcerts.org

Rude Boyz
Part of Party on the Patio
6 pm, Indian Pueblo Cultural Center,
2401 12th St NW, 843-7270
indianpueblo.org

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 18
Aeroplane
9 pm, El Rey Theater, Stereo Bar
622 Central Ave SW, elreyabq.com

Eric McEuan, Steph and
Amy, De Terra Meiga
7 pm, Witch’s Brew
1517 Girard Blvd NE, 835-5072
facebook.com/witchzbrew

Stratus Phear

Frankly Scarlet

Part of Party on the Patio
6 pm, Pueblo Harvest Café
2401 12th St NW, 724-3510
indianpueblo.com/puebloharvestcafe

Part of Live Music on the Patio
5:30 pm, Free, Prairie Star Restaurant
and Wine Bar
288 Prairie Star Rd,

Santa Ana Pueblo, 867-3327
mynewmexicogolf.com/prairiestar_home

Johnny Rivers
8 pm, Isleta Casino, 11000 Broadway
Blvd SE, 724-3800, isleta.com

Raven & the Sweet Potato Pie
Band
Part of Party on the Patio
6 pm, Indian Pueblo Cultural Center,
2401 12th St NW, 843-7270
indianpueblo.org

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 19
DCN Project
Part of Party on the Patio
6 pm, Indian Pueblo Cultural Center,
2401 12th St NW, 843-7270
indianpueblo.org

Spiritual Rez
7 pm, Marble Brewery
111 Marble Ave NW, marblebrewery.com

Thundercat
9 pm, El Rey Theater, Stereo Bar
622 Central Ave SW, elreyabq.com

Universal Battle Realm
presents: UPRISING
5 pm, Nice Barbershop/Salon
713 Central Ave NE
universalbattlerealm@gmail.com

SEPTEMBER 18-20
Telluride Blues & Brews
Festival
Telluride, Colorado, tellurideblues.com

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 19
Clay Walker
Part of the NM State Fair
Expo New Mexico
300 San Pedro Dr NE, 222-9700
exponm.com

SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 20
Chatter Sunday: Tricia Park,
Yi-heng Yang
10:30 am, Las Puertas Event Center
1512 1st St NW, chatterabq.org

Watermelon Jug Band
7 pm, Arte de Placitas
221 Hwy 165, Placitas, 867-5383
artedeplacitas.com
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8:30 am, Free, Tractor Brewing Wells
Park, 1800 4th St NW, 400-1176,
creativemornings.com

A

Creative Mornings — Empathy:
Carlos Contreras

57

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 18

E

5:30 pm, Free, Indian Pueblo Cultural
Center, 2401 12th St NW, 843-7270,
indianpueblo.org

V

8 am, Southwestern Indian
Polytechnic Institute
9169 Coors Rd NW
299-3521, irunfit.org

Autumn Indian Pop-Up Dinner
6 pm, Kalm Yoga
8338 Comanche Rd NE
RSVP: 554-2228, kalmyoga.com

56

Tickets on sale now
4 pm, Tamarind Institute
2500 Central Ave SE, 277-3901
tamarind.unm.edu

12th Annual NM Chips & Salsa
Half Marathon

R

3rd Annual WinWin Art
Lottery: Tamarind Institute

SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 13

From AIPC to APCG:
The Organizational Journey

Crossword Puzzle appears on page 31

O

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 12

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 19

5:30 pm, Free, Stereo Bar
622 Central Ave SW, meetup.com/99ulocal-Albuquerque

55

FUNDRAISERS

5:30 pm, Free, National Hispanic
Cultural Cente
1701 4th St SW, 724-4771
nhccnm.org

L

99U Local: Albuquerque

9 am, Free but must RSVP, The Rock at
Noon Day, 2400 2nd St NW, RSVP by
9/24: 980-7078
feedingpetsnewmexico@gmail.com

A

4 pm, Tingley Coliseum
300 San Pedro
unmtickets.com

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 16

Salud y Sabor: Quinceanera

54

Mexican Extravaganza

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 17

Santa Fe Botanical Garden
715 Camino Lejo, Santa Fe
(505) 471-9103
santafebotanicalgarden.org
Part of the “Summer of Color” all
around Santa Fe

59

SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 13

Monarch: Orange Takes Flight

2 pm, Bachechi Open Space
9521 Rio Grande NE, RSVP: 314-0398,
bernco.gov/open

S

KiMo Theatre, 423 Central Ave NW,
768-3544, kimotickets.com

Various locations, Albuquerque
umbrellaweek.org

Free Vet Care Clinic for Pets
of the Homeless

Apricots and Tortillas:
Book Signing and Reading

N G

2001: a space odyssey

Umbrella Week:
Art-Tech-Culture

THROUGH SEPTEMBER 13

11 am, Indian Pueblo Cultural Center,
2401 12th St NW, 843-7270
indianpueblo.org

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 12

I

Part of Movies on the Plaza
8:10 pm, Free, 401 2nd St NW
768-4575, civicplazapresents.com

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 26

5 pm, Hotel Albuquerque at Old Town
800 Rio Grande Blvd NW, 240-8000
abqtrolley.com

D

Despicable Me

An Artistic Teller of Tales:
Gary Keene

O N

Locations vary, Albuquerque
261-2715, techfiestaabq.com

The Hopper Brew Cruise

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 14

53

418 Montezuma Ave, Santa Fe
(505) 466-5528
jeancocteaucinema.com
September 11, Joel Ward: Comedy
+ Magic
September 13, You’re Never Weird on
the Internet (almost)
September 14, Burlesque is Coming
September 18, Maze Runner: The
Scorch Trials

Witch’s Brew, 1517 Girard Blvd NE,
facebook.com/witchzbrew

TECHFIESTA ABQ

OUTDOORS

Noon, Old Town Gazebo
303 Romero St NW
cabq.gov/culturalservices

1 pm, Albuquerque Museum of Art
& History, 2000 Mountain Rd NW
242-4600, cabq.gov/museum

I

Jean Cocteau Cinema

SEPTEMBER 12-20

9 am, New Mexico Bank & Trust
Building, 320 Gold Ave SW
856-0342, overtheedgenm.com

11th Annual Old Town
Salsa Fiesta

Contemporary Issues Series:
David Green-Innovative

N

SEPTEMBER 11-18

Dark Matters Horror
Film Festival Launch Party!

Noon, Free, Albuquerque Museum
of Art and History
2000 Mountain Rd NW, 243-7255,
albuquerquemuseum.org

Over the Edge for Special
Olympics New Mexico

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 12

SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 13

52

SCREENS

6:30 pm, ABQ BioPark Zoo
903 10th St NW, 764-6200,
abqbiopark.com

Community Day:
Inspiring Change

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 18

FOOD AND DRINK

5:30 pm, Free, UNM Keller Hall, Center
for the Arts, 203 Cornell Dr, 242-1445,
516arts.org

T

The Vortex Theater, 2900 Carlisle NE,
247-8600, vortexabq.com

Part of Outdoor Movie Night
at the Distillery
8 pm, Distillery 365
2921 Stanford Dr NE, 221-6281
distillery365.com

Beastly Bash: Grown Up Games
and Grub

SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 20

2 pm, The Encaustic Art Institute
632 Agua Fria St, Santa Fe
(505) 989-3283, eainm.com

10:30 am, Highland Senior Center
131 Monroe NE, RSVP: 256-200
register@nmcomposters.org

A

Sex with Strangers

The Big Lebowski

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 12

1:30 pm, Free, Artisan-Santa Fe
2601 Cerrillos Rd, Santa Fe, RSVP:
(505) 954-4179, artisan-santafe.com

7th Annual Gala Event:
Encaustic Art Institute

The Potential Project: Mel Chin

A

Albuquerque Little Theatre
224 San Pasquale Ave SW, 242-4750
albuquerquelittletheatre.org

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 11

FAIRS, FESTIVALS &
FIESTAS

The Alchemy of Mixed Media:
Use of Materials from the
Ground Up: Lauren Mantecon

Bucket Composting with
Bokashi Method

H

Arsenic and Old Lace

Part of Marvel Comic Heroes
7 pm, KiMo Theatre, 423 Central Ave
NW, 768-3544, kimotickets.com

Part of Clint Eastwood Retrospective
2 pm, KiMo Theatre, 423 Central Ave
NW, 768-3544, kimotickets.com

SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 13

2 pm, Free, UNM Zimmerman Library,
800 Yale Blvd NE, library.unm.edu

K

THROUGH SEPTEMBER 13

The Incredible Hulk

Unforgiven

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 19

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 19

N

ONGOING

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 10

SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 20

5:30 pm, National Hispanic Cultural
Center, 1701 4th St SW, 724-4771
nhccnm.org

Secreto A Voces: Excess, Vocality and Joeteria in the Performance of Juan Gabriel: Dr.
Alejandro Madrid

51

Sandia Resort & Casino
Amphitheater, 30 Rainbow Rd
796-7500, sandiacasino.com

Part of Rock ’n’ Roll on Film
KiMo Theatre, 423 Central Ave NW,
768-3544, kimotickets.com

6:30 pm, Explora, 1701 Mountain Rd
NW, 224-8300, explora.us

6:30 pm, ABQ BioPark
2601 Central Ave NW, 764-6200
abqbiopark.com

50

Ricky Martin

Lockheed Martin DynaTheater, New
Mexico Museum on Natural History
and Science, 1801 Mountain Rd NW,
841-2800, nmnaturalhistory.org

R.E.M. RoadMovie

Adult Night:
Plugged/Unplugged

Maravilla Grand Gala to
benefit National Hispanic
Cultural Center

Aquarium
Overnight-September

E M A

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 24

Robots 3D

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 19

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 18

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 12

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 18

2 pm, New Mexico History Museum,
113 Lincoln Ave, Santa Fe
(505) 476-5200
nmhistorymuseum.org

W O R

Saturday, Sept. 12 TEDxABQ 2015
UNM Popejoy Hall
203 Cornell SE 10 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Tickets: $50-$100

7:30 pm, Lensic Theater
211 W. San Francisco, Santa Fe,
(505) 988-1234, ticketssantafe.org

NOW SHOWING

Part of Sci-fi Fridays
KiMo Theatre, 423 Central Ave NW,
768-3544, kimotickets.com

6:30 pm, Free, Historic Old Town
303 Romero St NW, 768-3556
cabq.gov/culturalservices

Indian Pueblo Cultural Center
2401 12th St NW, 843-7270
indianpueblo.org/Gala

How Lithography Shaped
Our Memory of the Civil War:
Tom Leech

49

TED, an acronym for technology, entertainment and
design, is known for its events and streaming talks that
provide access to innovative and alternative bodies of
knowledge. Our city’s 2015 independent TEDxABQ event
– themed “On Your Mark” – on Saturday, Sept. 12 offers
information, connection and inspiration. Participants
share ideas through live talks, short videos, performance
and interactive experiences. Featured topics include
everything from “Bees in an Urban Environment” to
“How Gaming Can be Used in Learning.” Hometown
heroes The Handsome Family headline the performance
schedule. Lunch is an experiential smorgasbord with options from 12 local restaurants and food trucks, including
Street Food Institute, Soo Bak and Flying Star. The all-day
event happens at UNM’s Popejoy Hall in conjunction with
Umbrella Week – mini festivals and events highlighting
the Duke City’s best art, technology and culture. (For
more on Umbrella Week, see page 17.) Tickets range
from $50 to $100 through tedxabq.com.

Twyla Tharp 50th Anniversary
Tour

A Clockwork Orange

Tango por la Tarde

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 10

58

BY ARIANE JAROCKI

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 22

8 pm, Free, Civic Plaza
1 Civic Plaza NW, 3rd St NW and
Marquette Ave NW, 516arts.org

10 am, Free,
The Albuquerque Garden Center
10120 Lomas Blvd NE
xericgardenclub.org

TALKS

Y

Paint the town TED

8 pm, Free, Inn of the Mountain Gods
Resort & Casino
287 Carrizo Canyon Rd, Mescalero
(800) 545-9011
innofthemountaingods.com

Chasing Ice

6th Annual Gala Fundraiser:
Indian Pueblo Cultural Center

Favorite Xeric Plants for
Autumn

S

7:30 pm, National Hispanic Cultural
Center, 1701 4th St SW, 724-4771,
nhccnm.org

True 2 Crue

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 18

5:30 pm, Free, ABQ Party Space
300 Menaul Blvd NW, 435-8382

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 14

L

Music from the Americas Concert Series: Edison Quintana

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 19

at selected movie theaters
fathomevents.com
September 9, How to Change the
World
September 12, Mayweather vs. Berto
Live
September 14, The Hive
September 15-16, Doctor Who:
Dark Water/Death In
September 20, Psycho
September 23, Psycho
September 24, San Francisco Ballet:
Romeo & Juliet

8 pm, Tamarind Institute
2500 Central Ave SE, 277-3901
tamarind.unm.edu

A

9 pm, Free, Lounge 54
Santa Ana Star Casino, 54 Jemez
Canyon Dam Rd, Santa Ana Pueblo,
867-0000, lounge54atthestar.com

Isleta Resort & Casino
11000 Broadway SE, 724-3800
isleta.com

The Adobe Theater, 9813 4th Street
NW, 898-9222, adobetheater.org

Health and Wellness
Fair/Ronald McDonald House
Fundraiser

Tamarind’s Prints Charming Ball

4022 Rio Grande NW, 344-8139,
bkwrks.com
September 10, 7 pm, Wingbeats
Poetry Workshop
September 12, 10 am, SW Writers
Memoir Conference
September 12, 3 pm, Nicole White,
Upgradeology: Upgrade your Food,
Upgrade Your Life
September 13, 3 pm, Katha Pollitt,
Pro: Reclaiming Abortion Rights
September 15, 7 pm, Kelly Urig,
New Mexico Chiles: History, Legend
and Lore
September 16, 7 pm, Sharman Apt
Russell, Diary of a Citizen & Teresa of
the New World
September 17, 7 pm, Chris Duvall,
Cannabis
September 19, 3 pm, Kathryn
Ferguson, The Haunting of the
Mexican Border
September 19, 5 pm, Wayne Lee,
Googling a Present Participle: Poems,
Prose Poems, Bogus Monologues &
Fraudulent Artifacts
September 20, 3 pm, Susan Topp
Weber, Nativities of the Southwest
September 22, 7 pm, Richard Boyle,
Realizing Awakened Consciousness
September 23, 7 pm, Peter Nabokov,
How the World Moves
September 24, 7 pm, Lisa Bertsch,
Grace Leads, I Follow: Poems of
Trauma and Transformation

E

Carl Silva

Brad Paisley, Justin Moore,
Mickey Guyton

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 17

UNM Student Union Building,
1 University of New Mexico
unmevents.unm.edu

Bookworks

T

8 pm, Albuquerque Center for
Spiritual Living
2801 Louisiana Blvd NE, Eventbrite.com

Evangelion 1.1 & 2.2

AUGUST 13-27

H O

Fathom Events

SEPTEMBER 17-20

1:30 pm, Free, Artisan-Santa Fe
2601 Cerrillos Rd, Santa Fe, RSVP:
(505) 954-4179, artisan-santafe.com

WORD
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A Crack in the Wall

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 17

Working with High Gloss
Resins: Janet O’Neal

Sunday, Sept. 20
Aki Matsuri 2015
National Hispanic Cultural Center
1701 Fourth Street SW
10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Tickets: $5

65

SEPTEMBER 9-24

Part of Marvel Comics Heroes
7 pm, KiMo Theatre
423 Central Ave NW, 768-3544
kimotickets.com

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 12

7 pm, Free, Bachechi Open Space,
9521 Rio Grande NE, RSVP: 314-0398,
bernco.gov/open

E

SEPTEMBER 18-OCTOBER 11

Agatha Christie’s And Then
There Were None

Iron Man 2

1 pm, ATF Building,
530 Jefferson St NE, 271-2078, more
info: carolunedp1443@hotmail.com

Stories of the Middle Rio
Grande: Genizaros

S

Free, Inn of the Mountain Gods
Resort & Casino
287 Carrizo Canyon Rd, Mescalero
(800) 545-9011
innofthemountaingods.com

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 11

The American Federation of
Teachers Retirees Chapter
Meeting

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 17

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 16
Part of NM State Fair
7 pm, Expo New Mexico, 300 San
Pedro Dr NE, 222-9700, exponm.com

IndyQ Film Festival

CCA Cinematheque
1050 Old Pecos Trail, Santa Fe
(505) 982-1338, ccasantafe.org
Starts September, Listen to Me,
Marlon
September 13, Woman’s International
Study Center presents Anita
September 18, Black Panthers:
Vanguards of the Revolution

Restless Heart

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 9

7 pm, New Mexico Natural History
Museum, 1801 Mountain Rd NW
841-2800, nmnaturalhistory.org

T

7 pm, Tingley Coliseum
300 San Pedro Dr, unmtickets.com

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 16

COMMUNITY

Newly Discovered Martian
Meteorites and What They Tell
Us About Mars: Dr. Agee

A

Doug Stone

10 am, 4th St from Civic Plaza to
The Yards, Albuquerque

SEPTEMBER 13-18

SEPTEMBER 18-19
Devon Allman, True 2 Crue

Part of Clint Eastwood Retrospective
2 pm, KiMo Theatre
423 Central Ave NW, 768-3544
kimotickets.com

7 pm, Free, KiMo Theatre
423 Central Ave NW, 768-3544
kimotickets.com

8 pm, Route 66 Casino, 14500 Central
Ave SW, 352-7866, rt66casino.com

ABQ Ciqlovia 2015

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 24

I

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 11

Sparx & Lorenzo Antonio

SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 20

2 pm, New Mexico History Museum
113 Lincoln Ave, Santa Fe
(505) 476-5200
nmhistorymuseum.org

T

North 4th Theatre, 4904 4th St NW,
440-0434, elitenm.net

Part of NM State Fair
7 pm, Expo New Mexico
300 San Pedro Dr NE, 222-9700
exponm.com

White Hunter Black

Taos, NM tribalvisionfest.com

Celebrate Japanese culture and heritage at the Aki Matsuri Fall Festival,
presented by the New Mexico Japanese-American Citizens League, on
Sunday, Sept. 20. This year’s theme,
Japanese folk tales, will be woven
throughout the day’s performances.
From various martial arts demonstrations, Taiko drumming and dazzling
folk dances, Aki Matsuri promises
spectacle aplenty. Pianist Scott Nagatani will accompany special guest
singer Keiko Kawashima for two
performances. There’s even a cosplay
costume parade on the schedule.
Sample traditional Japanese foods and
score handcrafted Japanese wares,
then enjoy the vintage Japanese car
show. Learn more at nmjacl.org

E

Beauty & the Beast

The Swon Brothers

SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 13

Tribal Vision Festival

BY ARIANE JAROCKI

C

SEPTEMBER 11-19

Inn of the Mountain Gods Resort
& Casino, 287 Carrizo Canyon Rd,
Mescalero,
(800) 545-9011, ticketmaster.com,
innofthemountaingods.com

SEPTEMBER 19-20

Santa Fe Farmer’s Market Pavilion,
1607 Paseo de Peralta #1, Santa Fe,
(505) 989-9022, nmelc.org/filmfest

Empire and Liberty: The
Civil War in the West: Virginia
Scharff

61

The Cell, 700 1st St NW, 766-9412
fusionabq.org

8 pm, Free, Inn of the Mountain Gods
Resort & Casino
287 Carrizo Canyon Rd, Mescalero
(800) 545-9011
innofthemountaingods.com

Wild & Scenic Film Festival

Turning Japanese

64

Disgraced

Gary Allan

Battery

6 pm, Free, Epicenter at InnovateABQ,
101 Broadway NE, (773) 425-9818,
tech.co

E

SEPTEMBER 10-26

Isleta Resort & Casino
11000 Broadway SE, 724-3800
isleta.com

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 18

Part of Rock ’n’ Roll on Film
KiMo Theatre, 423 Central Ave NW,
768-3544, kimotickets.com

T

Chris Brown, Kid Ink &
Omarion

Part of Siembra, Latino Theatre Season
National Hispanic Cultural Center
1701 4th St SW, 724-4771
nhccnm.org

3405 Central Ave NE, 255-1848;
guildcinema.com
September 9-11, The Mend
September 9-11, The Wolfpack
September 11, LEVI: Late Night
Adult Comedy
September 12-13, Dark Matters
Film Festival
September 14-18, Last Tango in Paris
September 14-18, Listen to Me,
Marlon: A New Documentary on
Marlon Brando
September 19, ¡Cine Magnifico!
Film Festival
September 20, Searching for Nepal:
A Fundraiser
September 20-24, Best of Enemies
September 20-24, Stray Dog: The
New Documentary on Ron Hall

SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 20

O N

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 12

Our Lady of Mariposas

Tech Cocktail Albuquerque

J

Part of NM State Fair
7 pm, Tingley Coliseum
300 San Pedro Dr.
unmtickets.com/NMStateFair

8 pm, Inn of the Mountain Gods
Resort & Casino
287 Carrizo Canyon Rd, Mescalero,
(800) 545-9011, ticketmaster.com,
innofthemountaingods.com

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 15

Imagine — John Lennon

A

NEEDTOBREATHE, Poema

SEPTEMBER 17-20

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 12

The Guild Cinema

I

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 10

Wynonna & The Big Noise

SEPTEMBER 11-24

T

PERFORMANCES

Part of NM State Fair
6:45 pm, Expo New Mexico
300 San Pedro Dr NE, exponm.com

S

Part of Party on the Patio
6 pm, Indian Pueblo Cultural Center,
2401 12th St NW, 843-7270
indianpueblo.org

Ozomatli

Isleta Resort & Casino
11000 Broadway SE, 724-3800
isleta.com

D

Todd Tijerina

Def Leppard, STYX, Tesla
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SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 12

Melissa Cutler & Katie Lane
celebrate Cowboy Romances
3:30 pm, Free, Page 1 Books
5850 Eubank Blvd NE Ste B-41
294-2026, page1book.com

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 18
Kathryn Ferguson:
The Haunting of the
Mexican Border
7 pm, Free, Page 1 Books
5850 Eubank Blvd NE Ste B-41
294-2026, page1book.com

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 19
SM Stirling: The Desert and the
Blade – A Change Novel
4 pm, Free, Page 1 Books, 5850
Eubank Blvd NE Ste B-41, 294-2026,
page1book.com

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 24
Matthew Baugh:
Avenger: The Sun King
6:30 pm, Free, Page 1 Books, 5850
Eubank Blvd NE Ste B-41, 294-2026,
page1book.com

Joy Harjo Book Signing

SEPTEMBER 11-DECEMBER 12
Necessary Force: Art in the
Police State
Sowing Seeds in the Garden:
The Mulvany Family Collection
of African Art at UNM

Mementos:
55 Years of Memorabilia

Coming Home:
Mary (Muller) Moore Bailey
OASIS Art Gallery
3301 Menaul Blvd NE Ste 18
884-4529, oasisabq.org
marypaints.com

Tamarind Institute, 2500 Central Ave
SE, 277-3901, tamarind.unm.edu

SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 13

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 12

SEPTEMBER 18-20

Downtown Block Party

24 Hours of Art

Quinceanera: Our Story, Our
Future; Opening Reception

516 ARTS, 516 Central Ave SW
242-1445, 516arts.org

Noon, Free
National Hispanic Cultural Center,
1701 4th St SW, 724-4771
nhccnm.org

SEPTEMBER 12-13

SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 20
Solar Sunday
10 am, New Mexico Natural History
Museum, 1801 Mountain Rd NW,
nmnaturalhistory.org

12th Annual Sandia Heights
Studio Tour
10 am, Sandia Heights, more info:
856-0195, sandiaheightsartists.com
5th Annual Alameda Studio Tour
10 am, maps at Studio #12,
6433 4th St NW
alamedastudiotour.com

NOW OPEN
THROUGH OCTOBER 11

SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 13

Under the Influence — Psychedelic Art

10 am, Free, Amapola Gallery
205 Romero St NW, 242-4311
amapolagallery.com

Albuquerque Museum of Art & History,
2000 Mountain Rd NW
242-4600
cabq.gov/museum

MUSEUMS

THROUGH OCTOBER 20

SEPTEMBER 10-JANUARY 17,
2016

Donna Harris: Indian 101

Georgia O’Keeffe Museum
217 Johnson St, Santa Fe
(505) 946-1000, okeeffemuseum.org

SEPTEMBER 11-JANUARY
2016

SEPTEMBER 17-JANUARY 8,
2016

UNM Art Museum
203 Cornell Drive, 242-1445
unmartmuseum.org

Noon, Shumakolowa Native Arts
Indian Pueblo Cultural Center, 2401
12th St NW, 843-7270, indianpueblo.org

Georgia O’Keeffe in Process

ARTSPREE

CALENDAr

Free with admission, Museum of
Contemporary Native Arts
Helen Hardin Media Gallery
108 Cathedral Pl, Santa Fe
iaia.edu/museum

ARTWARD BOUND

SEPTEMBER 11-OCTOBER 3
Giles Bettison
Tansey Contemporary, 652 Canyon Rd,
Santa Fe, (505) 995-8513
tanseycontemporary.com

SEPTEMBER 11-OCTOBER 24
Brett Freund, Kari Smith &
Holly Walker

Locations Vary, Albuquerque
850-2270
abq24.com

Santa Fe Clay, 545 Camino De La
Familia, Santa Fe, (505) 984-1122,
santafeclay.com

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 19

SEPTEMBER 19-20

David Johnson,
Jon & Nancy Couch

Durango Autumn
Arts Festival

1 pm, Arte de Placitas
221 Hwy 165, Placitas
867-5383
artedeplacitas.com

18th Annual High Road
Art Tour

Second Ave, Durango, Colorado
(970) 259-2606, durangoarts.org/DAAF

10 am, Taos Scenic Byway
info: highroadnewmexico.com

35th Anniversary Celebration

Breakfast of Champions with
Garo Antreasian
11 am, Tamarind Institute
2500 Central Ave SE, RSVP: 277-3901
tamarind.unm.edu

SEPTEMBER 17-SEPTEMBER 24
BRIDGE: Arts & Social Justice
Community Celebration
6 pm, Harwood Art Center
1114 7th St NW, 242-6367
harwoodartcenter.org

Alfred Stieglitz

Georgia O’Keeffe
[Seated on Ground,
Paint Brush in Hand],
1918.
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Body Parts
by Myles Mellor and Sally York

real estate

Maddox Management LLC Offers
All of the following rentals; for
More information or a showing
Call (505) 242-0989

WINROCK VILLAS 2/BD 2/BA 1100/SF
Utilities Included! $1200/MO $1100/
DD 1601 Pennsylvania NE N4 Available Now! Schedule with Broker

Smoking, No Pets Please! Tenant pays
all utilities. $995/MO $800/DD 3904
Ladera NW Schedule with current
tenants Available September

HOUSES FOR RENT
UNFURNISHED

RIO GRANDE TOWNHOUSE LOFTS
1/BD 1/BA 1000/S Each unit comes
with a stunning natural balance of old
and contemporary living, exposed
adobe walls, brick floors, built-ins,
sunny windows, stainless steel
appliances, front load washer & dryer
in the unit, courtyard patio areas, and
lovely serene landscaped grounds!
Very pet friendly! No Smoking! Tenants pay ALL utilities. 1-year lease!
$1195/MO $900/DD 200 Rio Grande
SW 202, 203, 205, 208, 211 Available
Now! Schedule with Broker

NE HEIGHTS CONDO - 2/BD 1/BA
860/SF 1/CG PRIVATE CTYD Updated
living kitchen breakfast bar & it opens
to private courtyard, perfect for grilling & chilling! Small Pet Negotiable!
NO Smoking! 1-year lease, tenant
pays Gas & Electric utilities! Juan
Tabo & Menaul $800/MO $700/DD
12004 Stilwell NE D Available Now!

PARK PLAZA CORNER CONDO 2/BD
2/BA 850/SF 8TH FLOOR corner
spacious open living/dining updated
kitchen with granite counters, oodles
of cabinets, loads of closet space! All
utilities included plus onsite library,
workout room, heart shaped pool,
recreation area, cable too, plus gated
covered parking & monitored secure
intercom entry! No Pets, No Smoking
Please! $1395/MO $1300/DD
1331 Park SW 803 Available Now!
EAST DOWNTOWN ARNO LOFTS CITY
2/BD 2/BA 1500/SF Luxury 2nd floor
corner loft in EDO Huning’s Highland
Historic District! Open living, dining
& kitchen, w/stainless appliances,
dishwasher & washer/dryer included,
custom California Closets, stained
concrete floors, sliding doors open
to fabulous views, elevator, security
voice entry, & common area with pool.
Tenants pay electric only! No Smoking, No Pets Please! $1395/MO $900/
DD 400 Central SE 201 Schedule with
Broker Available August
RIO GRANDE TOWNHOUSE LOFTS
2/BD 1/BA 1150/SF unit comes with
a stunning natural balance of old and
contemporary living, exposed adobe
walls, brick floors, built-ins, sunny
windows, stainless steel appliances,
front load washer & dryer in the unit,
courtyard patio areas, and lovely
serene landscaped grounds! Very pet
friendly! Tenants all utilities. 1-year
lease! $1350/MO $900/DD 200 Rio
Grande SW 201 Available Now!
Schedule with Broker
PUEBLO STYLE TOWNHOUSE 2/BD
2/STORY 2/BA 2/CG 1700/SF privacy
courtyard entry, vaulted ceilings open
living, Kiva fireplace, kitchen with
ceramic tile, laundry, loft perfect for
office. French doors, skylights. Tenant
pays all utilities! Pets Negotiable!
$1275/MO $1000/DD 4928 Oso
Grande Ct NE Schedule with current
tenants Available September
OLD TOWN 2/BD 1.5/BA $1250/MO
$1000/DD Tenants pay all utilities!
No Smoking! No Pets! 2444 Pueblo
Bonito Ct NW Available Now!

CITY MARKET LOFTS 1/BD 1/BA
880/SF Luxury 3rd floor loft in EDO
Huning’s Highland Historic District!
Washer/dryer included. No Pets! No
Smoking! All electric! Tenants pay
electric! $1050/MO $900/DD 401
Central NE Apt 303 Available Now!
Schedule with Broker
AHS GYM LOFT EDO/ CORNER 1/BD
1/BA 980SF open floor plan with high
ceilings, raised platform bedroom
area at one end, a separate bathroom,
closet, hallway on the other end.
Corner unit facing the internal
courtyard, fitted blinds on windows
all along two walls for loads of natural
light, light open kitchen, island counter
divider, stainless appliances, light
stained wood cabinets, refrigerator,
stove, microwave, & dishwasher.
Laundry room, trash and recycling
all inside the building. Tenant pays
electric only. No Pets, NO Smoking
please! $1025/MO 850/DD 300 Tijeras
NE 201 Schedule with Broker
AHS GYM LOFT EDO 1/BD 1/BA 752/
SF Desirable Gym Loft, open floor plan
with high ceilings, raised platform
bedroom area at one end, a separate
bathroom, closet, hallway on the other
end. Light open kitchen, island counter
divider, stainless appliances, light
stained wood cabinets, refrigerator,
stove. Laundry room, trash, and
recycling all inside the building.
Tenant pays electric only! No Pets,
NO Smoking please! $990/MO
$800DD 300 Tijeras NE 205 Available
Now! Schedule with broker
NW LADERA GOLF COURSE 2/BD
2/BA 1250/SF 2/CG open living,
vaulted ceilings, fireplace, washer,
dryer hookups, huge master. No

APARTMENTS FOR RENT
UNFURNISHED
NE HEIGHTS APARTMENTS 2/BD
1/BA800/SF washer/dryer hook ups!
Tenants pay Gas & Electric! Pet
Negotiable! No Smoking! $675/MO
$600/DD 12016 Indian School NE #1
Available Now!
NE HEIGHTS APARTMENTS 2/BD 1/
BA washer/dryer hook ups! Tenants
pay Gas & Electric! No Dogs! No
Smoking! $675/MO $600/DD 12024
Indian School NE 3 Available Now!
UNM/CNM EFFICIENCY FREE
UTILITIES FREE PARKING 1/BA
400+ SF efficiency apartment.
Kitchen, full bath, hardwood floors
fenced grounds, & parking off alley!
No Smoking
No Pets Please! $525/MO $300/
DD 1816 Lead SE 3 Available Now!

LEGAL NOTICES
Keep Your Family and Property
Safe!
Home Bundles Home Security
24/7/365 monitoring. $1400 FREE
Security Equipment. No Installation
Fees. Starting at $19.99/mo.
Call 1-800-621-9263

Sell your structured settlement
or annuity
Payments for CASH NOW. You don’t
have to wait for your future payments
any longer! Call 1-800-603-0176

WORKSHOPS
Conversational French Courses
All Levels!
Also offering French for Travelers
& French for Children. Alliance Française School of Albuquerque
www.afabq.com 872-9288

NOW HIRING

NM State Fair Security Officers
Apply online at www.securitasjobs.com
Select > Albuquerque/NM State Fair
Securitas Security Services is now hiring temporary security officers for the
upcoming New Mexico State Fair, September 10-20, 2015. Employees must be
available to work shifts September 10-20! Up to $450 in special bonuses will be
paid to qualified applicants. All are welcome to apply – Priority will be given to
security officers holding active New Mexico Level 1 or Level 3 Guard Licenses.
NOW OFFERING UP TO $450 IN BONUSES!
$250 Bonus* for Level 1 & 2 Security Officers
$350 Bonus* for Level 3 Security Officers
$100 Additional Bonus*
*Bonuses are paid upon completion of the assignment. Work Requirements and conditions of bonus
payouts will be provided during interview.

Apply online, www.securitasjobs.com
or come to our office and apply:
4100 Osuna Rd NE Suite 100
Albuquerque, NM 87109
505-341-2041
Monday-Friday 8am-5pm
EOE/AAP M/F/D/V
* Temporary Positions May Lead
to Permanent Event Staffing

Across
1. Twosome
5. P.D.Q.
9. Finance magazine
14. Kashmir clan
15.	Chronicle
16. Madison Square
		 Garden, e.g.
17. Fill to excess
18. Property conveyor
20. Is a loving person
22. Days ___
23. Orinoco, e.g.
24. Ridiculously
		incongruous
28. French game
33. Capital city
34. Central points
35. In the preceding
		 month: abbr.
36. Ready for battle
40. Whisper sweet
		nothings
41. Wild about
42. “___ So Vain”
43. Indirect implication
46. ___ algebra
47. Degree in math?
48.
Mont
Blanc, e.g.
Body
Parts
49.	Cooperate closely

58. Issuances
59. Department
60. Industrial city in
		France
61. Quote
62. Silver Needle, et al.
63.	Condition
64. Sorority letters
65. “___ Toledo!”

25. Trace mineral
26. Cowell
27. World govt. in TV’s
		“Futurama”
28. African primate
29. Lingering trace
30. Braid
31. The “U” of UHF
32. Early anesthetic
34. Like some memories

Down
1. Narrow margin
2. West Samoan
		 monetary unit
3. Freudian topics
4. Aboriginal tribe
5. Don’t cut
6. See-through wrap
7. Banned apple spray
8. Confined
9. Secret society: var.
10. “She flies with her
		 own wings” is its
		motto
11. Student of Seneca
12. Hydroxyl compound
13. .9144 meter
19. Incursion
21. Engaged
24. Old adders

37. Soldier’s helmet,
		slangily
38. Drawing
39. Age
44. Disentangle
45. C2H6
46. Climbing herbs
48. Noted caravel
49. Joins
50. Bypass
51. Important Indian
52. “Good shot!”
53. “Go ahead!”
54. Homebuilder’s strip
55. It was introduced in
		1912
56. Butcher’s offering
57. Like pie
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MUSIC ART FILM DISCOVERY SOUND COLOR CULTURE DISCOVERY FOOD DANCE FUN DISCOVERY
DISCOVERY MUSIC ART FILM DISCOVERY FOOD DANCE FUN DISCOVERY SOUND COLOR CULTURE

¡GLOBALQUERQUE!

New Mexico’s 11th Annual Celebration of World Music & Culture
September 25 & 26, 2015 | National Hispanic Cultural Center | ABQ, NM USA
17 International Acts
10 Performances Nightly!
MUSIC 3 Distinct Stages!
ART
FILM 2 Nights!

FOOD
CULTURE
DANCE
SOUND
COLOR

Aurelio
Fareed
Ayaz & Abu
Muhammad
Cimarrón
Kassé Mady
Diabaté
Tony Duncan
Alejandro
Escovedo
Jah9
Joy Harjo
Orlando
Julius
Ricardo
Lemvo
Lone Piñon
Emel
Mathlouthi
Maarja Nuut
Otava Yo
Nano Stern

FREE Global Fiesta!
Sat, Sept. 26
10:30 am - 4 pm MUSIC
The Global Village of ART
Craft, Culture & Cuisine! FILM

FOOD
CULTURE
DANCE
SOUND
COLOR

Angola
Apache
Arikara
Chile
Colombia
Congo
Estonia
Hidatsa
Honduras
Jamaica
Mali
Myskoke
New
Mexico
Nigeria
Pakistan
Russion
Federation
Tunisia
USA

and
MORE!
MUSIC
ART
FILM
FOOD
CULTURE
DANCE
Tickets & Info @ Globalquerque.org
SOUND
COLOR MUSICFILMDANCECOLOR DISCOVERY ~ IT’S

MUSIC
ART
FILM
FOOD
CULTURE
DANCE
| NHCC Box Office: 505.724.4771
SOUND
WORTH THE TRIP ARTFOODSOUNDCULTURE COLOR

